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Construction remains on schedule
BY DANIEL TONKOVICH
Heights Editor

or any related delays in project progress. It appears thatthese construction
projects are well-suited for all of the

Despite minor delays, including
postponement of controlled blasting
on the Stokes Hall construction site for
final exams last semester and two snowy
winter storms hitting Boston during
winter break, the Stokes Hall and Gasson Hall construction projects remain

challenges that may lie ahead.
The construction site sidewalk on
College Rd., however, has been disturbed by drainage workrelated to the
Stokes project. It will remain closedfor
at least an additional week, according

on schedule

Through theend of January, excavation, utilities, and foundationwork will
continue at the Stokes Hall site. The
blasting work for the lowerfoundation
excavation that started at the end of

and on budget.
?The Stokesand Gasson projects are
still on schedule,? said Mary Nardone,
associate vice president of capital planning and projects, in an e-mail.?For our
construction projects during the winter,
[workers] actively remove the snow so
that work can continue. The day of
the recent blizzarddid have an impact
on Stokes but all the other projects
stayed active. The Stokes site is large,

BC?s registration
process similar to
other universities
BY ADRIANA MARIELLA
Assoc. News Editor
Though course registration has been
a difficult process for many BostonCollege studentsthis semester,BC?s process
is not very different than that of other
universities.
Universities, such as Loyola andVillanova, have comparable classregistration
systems, each starting with the seniors
and ending with thefreshmen, according
to undergraduates at these schools.
?When I?m a senior, I?ll want first
pick of classes, and so I do think that
this wayis fair,? said Marissa DeLiguori,
CSOM ?l4. ?I can?t think of away that
wouldbe more efficient or fair. Though
a lottery that included all four grades
would technically be the fairest way, I?d
still prefer the current way after three
years of waiting to get the first pick of
classes.?
Though this system is fair overall,

a couple of days later than originally
hoped, we were able to accelerate the

the snow removal effort there was
substantial. Fortunately with Stokes,
the schedule is long enough to also offer opportunities for schedule recovery.
Completion datesstill hold.?
Nardone also noted that there were
no added impact costs for snowremoval

See Construction, A4
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Campanella,
former EVP,
passes away
BY KENDALL BITONTE

Class scheduling
woes felt nationwide
some

2010 has been completed, however.
?The blasting work is complete,?
Nardone said. ?While the work started
work and complete it prior to deadline
for this task.?
Nardone attributed the slight delay
in the start to securing final approvals
and completing necessary paperwork.
As for the Gasson Hall renovation,

so

Despite the snow storm that hit New England, completion date for Stokes still holds.

to a BC statement.

SNOW CARPETS CAMPUS

For The Heights
Francis B. ?Frank? Campanella
passed away due to complications from
a stroke on Jan. 14, according to a report by the Office of News and Public

Affairs. He was 74.
Campanella served many roles during his tenure at Boston College including Executive VicePresident from 1973
to 1991 and again, for a second term,
from 1993 to 2001. During his hiatus

students are still frustrated with

the process.
?I was a little frustrated with the time
slot that I got because a lot of the classes
that I wanted were closedand so I had to
entirely change my schedule,? DeLiguori
said. ?My schedule is really not so bad
now, but at the time it was frustrating.?
Dan Banaszynski, CSOM ?l3, said
that business students will have enough
class options,provided they have a good
pick time.
?This is definitely the fair way to do
it , but it all depends on if you get a good
pick time,? Banaszynski said.?I havehad
a good pick time thelast threesemesters
and I could get into a lot of good business classes, but this time I didn?t get
such a good pick time and I really had

from

the administrative role, Cam-

panella returned to his position teaching finance in the Carroll School of
Management. His goal of continuously
bettering BC permeated throughout all
of his work on campus and resulted in
his great legacy.
?Frank?s fondest hope was for Bos-

ton College to be the best-managed
university in America,? said University Chancellor J. Donald Monan, who
servedas university presidentfrom 1972

1996. ?Frank was first and foremost
academic and a teacher, who held
the trust and the affection of everyone

to

an

no choice.?

from trustee to newest colleague or
student. Through that trust, Frank?s
was a leadership role in successfully

Economics classes, which many studentsfind difficult to get into, due to high
demand, were also a problem for some
economics majors this semester.
?For underclassmen, the biggest
problem is that there are absolutely no

addressing not only the University?s
physical needs, but its spirit as well.?

?Frank was one of the fairest and
honest people I have ever had
the privilege of knowing,? said John
Lewis 111, a professor in CSOM, in the
report. ?It was a pleasure to sit across
most

electives open.? said David Hollister,
A&S ?l3, ?But they can?t really makethe
classes any larger than they are?the only

CECILIA PROVVEDINI / HEIGHTS EDITOR

As students arrive back on campus following the holiday break, they are finding
themselves trekking to class in a New England wintery mix of both snow and rain.

See Registration, A4

See Campanella, A4

Proposed snow ordinance shot down
BY MOLLY LAPOINT
Asst. News Editor
A city of Newton ordinance, which

wouldhave required residents to shovel
the snow on thepublic sidewalks in front
of their houses, failed to move out of
the committee last night when put to a
vote by the Public Facilitiesand Public
Works and Transportationcommittees
of the Board of Aldermen.
The ordinance would require resi-

Billboards discouraging alcohol sales to minors have been placed throughout Boston.

Underage drinking
campaign underway
BY TAYLOUR KUMPF
News Editor
Boston Mayor Thomas M. Menino
recently announced the launch of a
month-long underage drinking prevention campaign, in an effort to remind
businesses and individuals not to serve
or provide alcohol to minors.
In partnership with Patrón Spirits,
the ?We Don?t Serve Teens? campaign,
as it has been coined nationally, is sending a message by placing 50 billboards
throughout the city, 10 of which are in
Allston-Brighton. In both English and

Spanish, the billboards read, ?The City
of Boston reminds you: The legal drinking age is 21. Thanks for not providing
alcohol to teens.?
The citywide initiative includes advertising materials from the national
campaign, sponsoredby a team of public
and private organization, including the
FederalTrade Commission, according to
a report by the Allston-Brighton Tab.
The city of Boston?s support of this
U.S. Congress and Senate-recognized
program marks the first time that amu-

See Campaign, A4

dents to shovel a 36-inch pathway in
front of their houses within 30 hours of
a snowstorm, and would go into effect
Nov. 15. It would begin with a two-year
trial period, after which it would be
discussed again by the Aldermen. If it
was again passed, it wouldinclude a fine

snowfall. At first, the residential snow
shoveling ordinance was going to require
snow to be shoveled within 24 hours,
and the pathway was expected to be48
inches, in compliance with guidelines
laid out by the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), Danberg said.
Danberg spokewith thehead of ADA,
and discoveredthat they would support
lowering the pathway to 36 inches if it
wouldbe easier to gain support. ?There
was a lot of pushback,? Danberg said.
The ordinance was also initially set

to have a three-year trial period, though

that was lowered to two years because
there has already been discussion surrounding the issue. ?We kind of had
one year where we had time to give it

thought,? Danberg said.
The city cannot realistically shovel
all of the snow because it would come
at a large cost, which the city cannot
currently afford, Danberg said. ?The
city is facing an eight and a half million

See Snow, A4

residents who did not comply.
The primary goal of this ordinance
would be to educate residents and
to

promote walking. ?The goal is not to
treat people harshly, the goal is to try
to get our sidewalks more walkable,?
said VictoriaDanberg, a memberof the
Public Facilities committee of theBoard
of Aldermen in favor of the ordinance.
?We?re trying to encourage people to
leave their cars at home and get more

exercise.?
Though thereis currently no legislation requiring residents to shovel their
pathways, an ordinance is already in
place that requires commercial properties to shovel the sidewalk in front
of their businesses within 24 hours of

Newton city officials discussed passing an ordinance requiring residents to shovel snow.
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things to do on campus this week

MLK Jr. Unity Breakfast

1

Madrigals Auditions

Today
Time: 7:30 a.m.
Location: Heights Room

Celebrate the 25th anniversary of the first observance of
Martin Luther King, Jr. day with a
breakfast sponsoredby the Black
Faculty, Staff and Administrators
at Boston College (BFSAA).

2

Movie Night: Inception

Today
Time: 7 p.m.
Location: Lyons Hall

Can you sing? Come
audition for the Madrigals
tonight on the 4th floor of
Lyons Hall. Students should
prepare one song of their

choosing.

Today
Time: 9 p.m.
Location: Robsham
Theater
Have you seen Inception? Bring your friends and
enjoy a free screening of Inception at Robsham Theater on the
bigscreen, sponsored by Nights
on the Heights.

3

FEATURED ON CAMPUS

BC Law starts loan program

Resume Critique & Workshop
Friday

4

Time: 1:30 p.m.
Location: Murray Room

Need aresume critique?
Stop by the Murray Room in the
Yawkey Center for a free critique.
Resume and cover letter workshops are available at 1:30 and
3 p.m.

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde

FOUR DAY
WEATHER FORECAST

Friday
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Location: Robsham
Theater
Enjoy a performance
of Robert Louis Stevenson?s Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, sponsored
by the theatre department and
theRobsham Theater Arts Center.
Admission is $lO.

5

In the News
University
UMass system chooses new

leader after 10-month discussion
Te University of Massachusetts system has chosen
Robert L. Caret as their new leader, succeeding Jack
M. Wilson, according to a report by T e Chronicle of
HigherEducation. Caret, who is currently the president
of Towson University in Maryland, will take charge
of the five-campus system this summer. He worked
at Towson for 28 years total, though he served as
president of San Jose State University from 1995 to
2003 in between two tenures. Te board?s Jan. 13 announcement

followed a 10-monthdiscussion period.

SOURCE: NATIONAL WEATHERSERVICE
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Local News
Story of cat receiving jury summons in December 2009 resurges
COURTESYOF THE OFFICE OF NEWS & PUBLIC AFFAIRS

Frank Bellotti and John Donohue, representing Arbella Insurance, created a loan forgiveness program.
funding that will vastly expand BC?s existing loanrepayment program, while enabling
BC Law graduates to pursue
public interest careers,? said
George Brown, interim dean
of BC Law. ?We are grateful
to Arbella for their generous
support, and pleased that the
program will bear the name of
a distinguishedalumnus whose
name is synonymous withpublic service.?
The Bellotti Loan Repayment and ForgivenessProgram
will expand the

BY DANIEL TONKOVICH
Heights Editor

Boston CollegeLaw School
announcedon Monday the
establishment of the Francis
X Bellotti Loan Repayment
and ForgivenessProgram.
The program honors Frank
Bellotti, BC Law ?52. He is the
founder of Arbella Insurance
Groupand is the current
Arbellaboardvice chairman.
From 1975 to 1987, heserved
as Attorney General of
Massachusetts.
The program,
?It is a great honor
made possible
to have my name
through $3 million in gifts to associated with this
BC Law, intends
loan repayment

current pro-

It will

gram.

start immediately and pro-

vide an additional $150,000
assistance program per
year in loan
embrace careers and my law school.? repayment and
in public interest
forgiveness to
law by providqualified can?Frank Bellotti
didates in ading funds to help
BC Law ?52
pay down studition to the
dent loan debt Arabella Insurance Group $330,000 BC
of those actively
Law expended
last year. It will
engaged in public service. It also provides also provide an endowmentto
some loan forgivenessfor new
fund the program in perpetugraduatescommittedto careers ity.
in public interest law. Arbella
Those eligible for loan forInsurance Group Charitable giveness from BC Law must
Foundationprovided$2 million have graduatedwithin thepast
of the program funds and $1 five years and earn $57,000 or
million was provided by indiless while working in direct
vidualsassociatedwith Arbella legalservices to the poor, nonand Bellotti.
profit law, or in city, state, and
?This commitment from the federal government agencies.
Arbella Insurance Group, and
?It is a great honor to have
colleaguesand friendsof Frank my name associated with this
Bellotti, will provide crucial loan repayment assistance
to encourage
graduates to

and my law school,?
said Frank Bellotti, namesake
of the new program. ?I have
always believed that public
service is the best service. It
not onlybenefits therecipients,
it benefitsallof us because it is
helping create an entire group
of young people committedto
making people?s live better,
people who need someone
on their side. It is a commitment that will stay with them
forever.?
John F. Donohue, Arbella
Insurance Group charitable
foundationchairmanand president, said that the establishment of theprogram recognizes
Frank Bellotti?s lifelong commitment to public service.
?Frank Bellotti has been
a mentor and role model for
multiplegenerations oflawyers
who wantto dedicatetheir careers to government or public
interest jobs,? Donohue said.
?Creating this endowment in
Frank?s name at Boston College
Law School rightly recognizes
all he has done over the years
to support those committedto
public service.?
In addition to donations
from the Arbella Insurance
Group Charitable Foundation,Arbella will host a benefit
dinner to honor Bellotti for
his distinguished career with
proceeds going towards the
program

program.

The Arbella Insurance
Group Charitable Foundation
gift is the second largest gift
in BCLaw?s history.

Te story of a cat, ?Sal Esposito,? who was mistakenly
calledfor jury duty in December 2009 resurged this

month when someone found the year-old article and
mistook January 2010 for January 2011. Te cat was
called because its owners, Anna and Guy Esposito,
listed him as a family member on their census form.
Tis month, mediaprogramssuch as thoseon Fox News

andthe Today Show pursued the story with queries to
Pamela Wood, the Suffolk County Jury Commissioner.
However, the cat?s owners did not return calls in regard
to the comments.

On Campus
BC chemistry professor receives
National Science Foundation grant
chemistry departreceived a career award from the National
Science Foundation. Wang works on developingnew
clean energy technology, and developed Nanonets,
a flexible webbing of nano-scale wires that may be
a way to extract hydrogen from water. T e fi ve-year,
$550,000 grant will allow him to expand on his current research and increase his community outreach,
including a summer research collaborationwith high
school science teachers.
Dunwei Wang, professor in the
ment,
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News Tips
Have a news tip or a good idea
for a story? Call Taylour Kumpf,
News Editor, at (617 ) 552-0172, or
e-mail news@bcheights.com. For
future events, e-mail, fax, or mail
a detailed description of the event
and contact information to the
News Desk.

Sports Scores
Want to report the results of a
game? Call Paul Sulzer, Sports
Editor, at (617) 552-0189, or e-mail
sports@bcheights.com.

Oregon man is released from jail
after Islamic charity case conviction

Arts Events
The Heights covers a multitude of
events both on and off campus ? including concerts, movies, theatrical
performances, and more. Call Darren Ranck, Arts and Review Editor,
at (617) 552-0515, or e-mail review@
bcheights.com. For future events,
e-mail, fax, or mail a detailed description of the event and contact
information to the Arts Desk.

EUGENE, Ore. (AP) Pete Seda is being freed from jail
after his conviction on money smuggling charges has
beenthrowninto question.Federal JudgeMichael Hogan
ruled Wednesday that Seda can be released, under the
conditionthat he wear a GPS device. His lawyers argue
thatthe conviction shouldbe thrownout or thathe get a
new trial.Seda wasconvictedof taxfraudand conspiracy
in whatthe governmentsaid was a plot to send $150,000
to Saudi Arabia through an Islamic charity he managed
in Ashland.Prosecutors saidthe money was intended to
aid Muslims fightingthe Russians in Chechnya.

Clarifications / Corrections
The Heights strives to provide its
readers with complete, accurate,
and balanced information. If you
believe we havemade areporting error, have information thatrequires a
clarificationor correction, or questions about The Heights standards
and practices, you may contact
Michael Caprio, Editor-in-Chief,
at (617) 552-2223, or e-mail editor@

National

-

bcheights.com.
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Police Blotter
1/15/10 1/19/10

Voices from the Dustbowl

?

Saturday, January 15

cal facility in a police cruiser.

9:12

2:42 a.m. A report was filed regarding an

a.m. A report was filed regarding
a motor vehicle stuck on the T tracks.
-

MBTA police and engineers responded and
removed the vehicle.
5:51 p.m. A report was filed regarding a
motor vehicle accident in Commonwealth
-

Ave. Garage that resulted in property
damage only.

A report was filed regarding
stolen property found in Edmonds Hall.
The property was stored at BCPD headquarters and a report was sent to ODSD
for disciplinary action.
10:22 p.m.

A report was filed regarding
a suspicious circumstance. A detectiveis

intoxicated party of legal age in Ignacio Hall
causing a disturbance.The party was left in
the care of a sober adult party.

Tuesday, January 18
10:52 a.m. A report was filed regarding
a lost parking transponder. The reporting
party was referred to student services for
a new one.
-

1:25 p.m.
A report was filed regarding an on-going investigation with
the Department of Homeland Security regarding fraudulent documents.

?Christian Theology II with
Father Hymes.?
?Lorenzo Posadas,
CSOM ?ll

-

Wednesday, January 19

-

investigating.

5:42 p.m. A report was filed regarding
vandalism to a motor vehicle in theLower
Lots. There are currently no suspects.
-

Monday, January 17
12:16 a.m.

-

-

Sunday, January 16
3:42 p.m.

?What is the best class you are
taking this semester??

A report

was filed regarding
an underage, intoxicated party in Gonzaga
Hall.The party was transportedto a medi-

1:24 a.m.

-

A report was filed regarding

found property which was turned in by a
cab company. The owner was identified
and notified to respond to BCPD to retrieve their items.
1:30 a.m. A report was filed regarding a
fraudulent ID confiscated during an inventory search of a lost wallet. A report will
?Source: The Boston College
Police Department

Advertising
The Heights is one of the most
effective ways to reach the BC
community. To submit a classified, display, or online advertisement, call our advertising office at
(617) 552-2220 Monday through
Friday.

The Heights is produced by BC
undergraduates and is published
on Mondays and Thursdays during
the academic year by
The Heights, Inc.
(c) 2011. All rights reserved.

?Environmental Law and
Policy with Blair Edwards?
?Joseph Manning,
A&S ?l4

-

be forwarded to ODSD.

Delivery
To have The Heights delivered to
your home each week or to report
distribution problems on campus,
contact Dan Ottaunick, General
Manager at (617) 552-0547.

?Organic Chemistry with

Professor Kelly.?
?Elizabeth Corwin,
A&S ?l3

CORRECTIONS
Please send
corrections to
editor@bcheights.com
with ?correction?
in the subject line.
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Law grads face fewer jobs
BY ADRIANA MARIELLA
Assoc. News Editor

said. ?But that shouldn?t discourage anyone.?

According to a report by The
New York Times, an investment
in a law degree might be a ?losing game,? meaning that after
graduation, many law students
are left with

thousands of dollars

of debt but no job. However, the
employment status of the Boston
College Law school class of 2009
may prove otherwise.
Maris Abbene, the assistant
dean for Career Services at BC
Law, said that while the article
was well-reasoned, it didn?t ad-

dress the possibility of acquiring
a job at a smallerlawfirm.

The report stated that ?there
is no shortage of 22-year-olds
who think that law school is the
perfect place to wait out a lousy
economy and the gasoline that fuels this system federally backed
student loans
is still widely
available. But the legal market
has always been obsessed with
academic credentials, and today,
few students except those with
strong grade point averages at
top nationalandregional schools
can expect a come-hither from a

deep-pocketedfirm.?

This, Abbene said, might be
The number of graduates
who can expect to find a sixfigure job are less because of the
economic downturn and people
true.

considering law school should
realize the financial burden that
it may cause.
?People do need to pay attention to the debtinvolved,? Abbene

A3

THE HEIGHTS

The economic recession did,
and will continue to, affect the
lawprofession, shesaid. However,
the law industry is a year behind
everyone else.
?In an economic downturn,
you?re not going to get a $160,000
job, which is

the

have a job.
According to BC Law, 97.6
percent of the members of the
graduating class of 2009 who

reported their employment status are currently employed. Of

that 97.6 percent, 68.4 percent
law firms. Of
those firms, 52.8 percent are
large law firms,

are employed by

employing over
101 people and
11.25 percent

start-

ing salary for
law students
straight out
of school,?

Abbene said.
?Large law
firms would
hire 100 law
graduateseach
year, but after
the downturn,
they might
only hire 20.?

However,
she said, this
shoul d n t
stop a student
from pursuing
a law career
if they enjoy
?

?In

an economic
downturn, you?re not
going to get a $160,000

are

job, which is the starting
salary for law students
straight out of school.
Large law firms would
hire 100 law graduates
each year, but after the
downturn, they might
only hire 20.?
?Maris Abbene,
Assistant Dean for Career

small law

At midnight on Jan. 3, officers responded to a call regarding a motor vehicle accident
in Allston. When officers arrived on the scene, they observed a car turned onto its side
but no passenger inside. Instead, a witness stated that she saw approximately 15males
pick up the car and flip it on its side. The suspects allegedly ran away after flipping
the car. The car was towedand none of the suspects were found.

Thief steals from motor vehicle
On Jan. 3, officers reported a breaking and entering of a motor vehicle that occurred
between the hours of 11 p.m. on Jan. 2 and 6 a.m. on Jan. 3. The victim stated that an
unknown suspect allegedly stole his William Sonoma pots and pans, a waffle maker, a
GPS, and his iPod. The matter will be investigated further.

On Jan. 5 at 8 p.m., officers responded to a call concerning a breaking and entering
that occurred between the hours of 9 a.m. and 7 p.m. in Allston. The victim told the
officers that she left for work and returned to find that a windowand her bedroomdoor
had been forced open and that her Macßook had been stolen. Her two other roommates

one

and 25

people.

The report
stated that
?job openings
for lawyers have
plunged, but law
schools are not
dialing back en-

rollment.About
43,000 J.D.?s
were handed
out in 2009, 11

were away on Christmas break, but she did notice that another bedroom door had been
forced open. The matter will be investigated further.

Robbery on Commonwealth Avenue
On Jan. 5 at 6:30 p.m., three male suspects entered a store on Comm. Ave. in Allston.
The first suspect produced a handgun and a black backpack and stated to the victim,
?This is no joke, put the money in the bag.? Meanwhile, the second suspect began to
frisk another clerk and took his cell phone. The third suspect appearedto be acting as
the lookout. Officers responded and searched the area but no suspects were found.

percent more

Robbery at U-Haul center

than a decade

On Jan. 5 at 11:40 a.m., officers responded to a U-Haul center in Brighton where a
robbery had just taken place. The U-Haul employee stated that an unknown male
walked up to her when she was working behind the counter and stated, ?Let?s go, get
it, just open it.? The employee then opened the two registers and the suspect collected

For instance, she said, the district attorneys in Massachusetts
are extremely underpaid,but they

enjoy it. ?It is difficult to find a
job,? she said. ?It takes a lot of
~

To
tr IKO

Suspects flip motor vehicle

Apartment robbery in Allston

the future.?
Abbene, however, said that
the fact that there are fewer
jobs available shouldn?t keep
someone from law if they really

)0

?

ing between

those people who have a real
passion for the law,? Abbenesaid.
?People who want to make a difference in their community can
still get a job.?

t

1/3/11 1/8/11

firms, employ-

earlier, and the
the profession
Services at BC
and aren?t
number of law
simply looking for a high-powschools keeps rising
nine new
ered job.
ones in the last 10 years, and five
?The article didn?t address more seeking approval to open in

hard work.?

Allston-Brighton Crime Reports

between two to four hundred dollars from them.The officers searched the area for the
suspect but found no one.

Research subject steals purse
On Jan. 5 at about 9 a.m., officers responded to a medical facility in Brighton where a
research study was taking place. Upon arrival, the victim and witness stated that one
research participant and his female companion had stolen the victim?s purse when she
went upstairs briefly. The male suspect was there to collect his paycheck and was speaking to the witness. When both suspects left and the victim returned, she realized that
her purse was missing. The suspect then called the witness, concerned that his check
might be cancelled by the facility and the witness convinced the suspect to come back.
Upon arrival, the female suspect admitted to stealing thepurse but said that afterwards
she felt bad and left it in a mailbox. Officers retrieved the purse from the mailboxbut
some items were still missing from it. Both suspects were arrestedfor larceny.

Graffiti art linked to suspect
On Jan. 5 at 11 a.m. officers contacted one of the detectives on the police force concerning graffiti that was found in Allston. The detective was able to link this unique
graffiti to the suspect, know as Big Red, who was caught in the act of defacing other
public property in August .

I*

Assault in Allston

Hf S

?

On Jan. 8 at 3:45 a.m., officers responded to a call about a fight in Allston. Upon arrival, the victim, who displayed a crooked nose and redness around his nose and eyes,
stated that he was punched in the face during a fight. Witnesses could not identify a
suspect but said that there were other fights occurring simultaneously and that the
scene was chaotic. The victim was transported to the hospital.

Disorderly person arrested, suspicious tools found
On Jan. 7, at 11:30 a.m., police responded to a caller who reported a suspicious person
looking into the motor vehicles parked near the caller?s home. Officers searched the
area and located the suspect who immediately became hostile. The suspect stated
that he allegedly had hypodermic needles in his back pocket. Officers also discovered
a bent screwdriver, which the suspect claimed he carried for protection. The suspect
again became hostile and caused a scene. The officers arrested him for possession of

INTRODUCING

THE HEIGHTS APP
ALL Heights articles
at the plam of your hand.

burglarious tools, trespassing, and disorderly conduct. Officers were again called when
the same witness saw the suspect walking near homes and looking into motor vehicles.
Officers investigated but only found a few window screens cut, but the windows still

locked.

Officers arrest suspect for drug possession, suspended license
Officers responded to a call to investigate persons at about 3 a.m. on Jan. 7 in North
Brighton where the callerand witnesses suspected that two males stole items from their
apartment where a party was taking place. The items were found under a car parked
outside, but the suspects left in a different car. The officers spotted the car driving
up the street and questioned the occupants. The driver produced a suspended license.
Officers then discovered five unknown yellow pills for which the suspect did not have
a prescription. He was charged with operating a motor vehicle after license suspended
and possession of a Class C drug.

Headlight stolen

Also includes:
*Student Discounts to Local Restaurants
Reviews of Local Bars and Restaurants
*GPS Locator for Nearby Deals
*

Free and Available NOW!

On Jan. 3 at 6 p.m. the victim entered the D-14 station to report that at some point
between the hours of 7 a.m. and 5:30 p.m., someone forcibly stole the right side headlight of his motor vehicle while it was parked on Comm. Ave. in Allston.

Graffiti artist runs, police chase ensues
On Jan. 4 at midnight, officers noticed two males spray painting graffiti on a wall on
Harvard Ave. After noticing the police, the suspects ran. Officers pursued one suspect
and apprehended him by taking him to the ground. He was placed under arrest. In
his possession were two spray can tips and a folding knife which are illegal to carry in

Massachusetts.

Graffiti found to be related

Visit the itunes store
for more details.

At about 11 a.m. Jan. 4, officers observed graffiti resembling that of the graffiti on
Harvard Ave. The officers concluded that this graffiti was created by the same suspect

Coming soon to Android.

who created the graffiti at Harvard Ave. The suspect was summonsed for ?Willful and
Malicious Destruction of Property.?

Laptops stolen from motor vehicle
On Jan. 4, at about 12:30 p.m., officers responded to a radio call from a victim who
stated that he marked his motor vehicle outside of his apartment around 10:15 a.m.
but came outside at about 11:30 a.m. to find that his passenger side front window was
smashed. His laptop and carrying case were missing.

Multiple Laptops stolen from apartment
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At about 4:30 Jan. 3, officers arrived at the victim?s home, who told them that upon
returning from work, she found that her apartment had been broken into. The front
door lock and doorframe were damaged and she noticed that her Macßook and her
roommate?s ThinkPad were missing. The breaking and entering could have occurred
between 6:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. A detectiveresponded to the scene to further investigate the area.
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GPS Stolen from municipal parking lot
At about 3 p.m. Jan. 3, officers responded to a radio call from a victim who stated that
she had parked her motor vehicle in a municipal parking lot at 1:30 p.m. but returned
to find that the passenger side window was broken and her GPS and power cord had
been stolen from under the front seat. Her vehicle appeared to be the only vehicle in

the lot that had been vandalized.

GPS Stolen from municipal parking lot
officers arrived at a car dealership after receiving a call for
The manager said that he closed the dealership at 5 p.m.
the previous night and upon arrival, he found that one of the vehicles was missing its
front two tires.
On Jan. 3

at about 8 a.m.,
a breaking and entering.

1

-

of the Boston Police Department, District 14
Gathered by Adriana Mariella, Assoc. News Editor

Courtesy
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Residents concerned about those incapable of shoveling
Snow, from A1
dollar deficit,? Danberg said,
?We cannot afford the two million it would cost to shovel the

snow.?
Others have suggested that
the city collect money from all
residents to then complete the
work themselves. Though this is
permissible by state law, Danberg said, there is an ?opt out?
clause of the bill, which would
allow residents to decide if they
did not want the service and in
turn not pay the fee. The city
would likely have difficulty differentiating between the houses
that paid for the service and
those who did not, and if all

residences had their sidewalks
shoveled regardless of whether
they paid, then in subsequent
years,people would stop paying.
?There?s no practical way the city
could differentiate,? she said. ?It
has to change at the state levelin
order to be more practical.?
If a resident is physically
unable to shovel his or her own

thereis a list of paid snowshovelers thatwouldbe available
snow,

to hire. Those who classify as

low-income or are physically unable to snow would have access
to a list of volunteer shovelers.
If no volunteers could make it,

theresident would not be fined.
?We?re not trying to fine people
who have no means of compliance,? Danberg said. ?Our goal
is not to be punitive. It is to

?We want to pass an ordinance to require
residents to obey the law and clear sidewalks,
something they don?t even own. We are placing
a physical and financial burden on residents we
should not be placing on them.?
?Leonard Gentile,
Public Facilities Committeemember

have as high a compliance level
as possible.?

At the meeting, some Aldermen were concerned about
forcing residents to pay if they
were incapable of shoveling

themselves,especially if it would
bring themfinancial hardship. ?I

don?t want anyone to be forced to
do it who can?t do it,? said Susan
Albright , a member ofthe Public
Facilities and Transportation
Committee. She made a motion
to pass the ordinance, with an

amendmentthatwouldallowthe
elderly and infirm to petition for
exemption.

Carleton Merrill,

an

Alder-

man who has faced cardiac issues, was also concerned about
the requirement. ?I represent a

Merrill said.

good many senior citizens that
have had a heart problem,? he

and other means, rather than
requiring the police to patrol the
areas. ?Citizens in this city will
fall into line if theyknow thereis
a program,? Merrill said.
If the ordinance had passed,
the city would have entered into
negotiations with the police

said.
There were also issues regarding who would enforce the
ordinance, especially during
the trial period, and if it would
necessitate an increase in the
salaries of the enforcers. Originally, the parking control officers
were expected to be in charge
of enforcement and ticketing.
?They shouldn?t have to be subjected to this kind of activity,?

Instead,he suggested informing the public through flyers

department, though all thework
would be done on salary, said
Robert Rooney, chief operating
officer. At the same time, the city
wouldwork to educate thepublic

about the ordinance.?We would

prioritize and make an attempt
to get [information] out there,?
Rooney said.
Another issue brought forth
by various Aldermen was what
the Department of Public Works
(DPW) was doing to clear snow
in the streets and public walkways. ?I

would have to respect-

fully disagree, we?re taking snow
out of village centers,? said Scott
Lennon, Aldermenpresident and
member of the Public Facilities
committee. ?It?s just as hazardous to have individuals climbing over snow banks in village

centers.?
Leonard Gentile, a member of
the PublicFacilities Committee,
said he believed the discrepancies between how quickly the
city cleared their land and how
quickly residents would be expected to clear their sidewalks
provided a problem. ?We want
to pass an ordinance to require
residents to obey the law and
clear sidewalks, something they

don?t

even own,?

he said.?We are

placing a physical and financial

burden on residents we should
not be placing on them.?
The beginning trial period
would also make the ordinance
hard to enforce. ?If there?s no
fine, would they all of a sudden be motivated to do this

because it?s an ordinance?? said
Charles Shapiro, a Public Safety
and Transportation Committee
member.
There was also discussion
abouthow much money it would
cost, with no exact amount being pinned down.Cheryl Lappin,

Public Facilities Committee
member, said that having an
amount in mind wouldbe helpful
because, given that the trial period would be about education,
some of that amount could be
used to educate the public about
a

the ordinance.
After the discussion, Public
Safety and Transportationvoted
against moving the motion out of
committee two to three, with one
abstaining, and PublicFacilities
also voted against it three to

three. n

Despite the weather, construction projects move forward
Construction, from A1
work on the exterior façade that was on hold
last semester during study days and final exams
continues. Accessibility and safety upgrades are
taking place in the interior.
Exterior changes are apparent on Gasson,
where newly replicated pre-cast stones and re-

ceciliA ProvvediNi /

pointing has been completed from the first floor
windows up to the gable on the north and south
sides. Similar work on the east side is almost
completed along with the waterproofing of some
portions of the foundation.
New windows for the entire building will be
installed in the spring. n

heighTs ediTor

The renovation of gasson hall will be completed by August 2011, just in time for the 2011-12 academic year.

?The Stokes and Gasson projects are still on schedule.For our construction
projects during the winter, [workers] actively remove the snow so that work
can continue. The day of the recent blizzard did have an impact on Stokes,
but all other projects stayed active completion dates still hold.?
...

?Mary Nardone,
Associate Vice President of Capital Planning and Projects

Students still frustrated
Registration, from A1
thing they could do is hire more professors.?
Ryan Montgomery, A&S ?l3, agreed. ?The biggest
problem is that thereseems to be a shortage oflower
level sophomore classes,? Montgomery said.
According to the BC economics department website, there are about 400 undergraduate economics
majors. However, there are only about60 economics
classes offered in the Spring 2011 semester, taught
by 29 faculty memberswho are also responsible for
instructing the70 doctoralstudents in the economics program at BC.

?They definitely need to hire more professors,?
Montgomery said.?Right now, economics majors are
on the rise at BC and I feel like they should recognize that trend and hire the appropriatenumber of
professors and TAs.?
However, both Montgomery and Hollister have
not been restricted from taking a required course
for their major due to lack of classes.
?I?ve had some pretty bad pick times,? Montgomery said, ?Sometimes I haven?t gotten theclass time
that I wanted but I haven?t run into the problem of
not being ableto takea required course, and hopefully I won?t run into that in the future.? n

KeviN hou / heighTs ediTor

The blasting work for the lower foundation excavation for stokes is now complete, finished ahead of deadline.

?Underage

access to alcohol is an important issue
here in Boston, and across the country.?
?Thomas M. Menino
Mayor of the City of Boston

Menino initiates campaign
Boston utilizes national ?We Don?t Serve Teens?
campaign for citywide focus on underage drinking
Campaign, from A1
nicipality has utilized the ?We Don?t Serve Teens?

Former EVP was architectural

visionary during his tenure
Campanella, from A1
from him in negotiations, and the University community was clearly the beneficiary of his fairness
and decency.?
Students can see Campanella?s time and energy
poured into the University?s layout and design.
Known as an architecture and construction visionary, the report said that he was influential in

approximately $460 millionworth of projects of
the sort. He approved the construction of Merkert
Chemistry Center as well as the renovation of Higgins Hall, Conte Forum, O?Neill Library, Robsham
Theater and residence halls along Comm. Ave.
Campanella?s influence is also prevalent in the
University?s financial history. According to the
report, in the 90s he was a vanguard in a project
to cut costs, improve productivity, and makeBC a
more competitive university. Campanella?s project
is estimated to have cut at least $5O million in
expenses.
University President WilliamP. Leahy, S.J. said
in the report, ?He provided invaluable leadership
at a critical time for Boston College. This institution will be forever in his debt.?

Campanella was born in Boston in 1936 and
graduated from Boston College High School. With
a Navy ROTC scholarship, he graduated from

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in Troy, NY and
served in the U.S. Marine Corps for three years
after receiving his degree in engineering. After his
time in the military forces, Campanella received
a Masters in Business from Babson College and a
doctorate in business from Harvard University.
He finally joined the BC CSOM faculty in
1970 as an assistant professor after teaching at
Babson, Northeastern, and Boston Universities.
Campanella?s success at BC as both an administrator and as a professor was so profound at
the time of his retirement in 2001, the University
officials re-named the primary street through
Lower Campus in his name. Campanella is the
only university employee to have such an honor,
the report said.
His family reiterated his colleagues? admiration for Campanella, saying they saw him as a
model of integrity, honesty, and fairness. His
daughters, Kathleen, Patricia and Maureen, all
graduated from BC. n

campaign for a citywide focus month.
The Patrón Spirits Company, a national supporter of the ?We Don?t Serve Teens? program, is
funding the cost of materialsand advertising for the
Boston campaign.
?Underage access to alcohol is an important issue here in Boston, and across the country,? Menino
toldto theTab. ?Most minors don?t pay for alcohol.
Instead, they?re getting it from older friends, family
members or others in the community who provide
it to them. This initiative is designed to reinforce
the message that it?s against the law and unsafe to
furnish alcohol to those who are underage.?
At the beginning of January, coinciding with
the return of students from their holiday breaks,
the more than 50 outdoor billboards went up in
targeted Boston neighborhoods, including the
Allston-Brighton.
Similar print advertisementswill also run in lo-

cal Boston magazines, and thousands of buttons,
window decals, and posters will be distributed to
bars, restaurants, and liquor retailers across the city.
Clear Channel Outdoor is also helping to fund the
billboards, in addition to Patrón Spirits, and Horizon Beverage Company is distributing campaign
materialsto retailers, the report said.
According to the ?We Don?t Serve Teens?
campaign website, media can help reduce teen
drinking, as people look to their local newspapers
andradio and television stations as leadersof the
community.
?Recent studies haveshown that underage drink-

ing is on the decline across the country, yet Massachusetts continues to rate high among U.S. states
in the number of minors who consume alcohol,?
said John McDonnell, thechief operating officer of
Patrón Spirits, and a longtime Boston resident in
the Tab report. ?Preventing underage consumption
of alcohol is a criticalpriority in our industry and
we?re pleasedto be a part of this initiative in Boston to raise awareness of this important concern,

and stop minors?

access to

alcohol.?

n
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Incentive provided to increase
course evaluation submission
UGBC seeks
to find middle
ground with PEPs
BY PATRICK GALLAGHER
Heights Senior Staff

Despite the popularity of the Professor Evaluation Profiles (PEPs), the
UGBC is struggling to convince students
to contributesubmissions.
As classes resumed this week for
undergraduates, PEPs have played an
important role in helping students to
choose courses, said Nick Domino,

UGBC Senator and A&S ?l2. He estimated that the vast majority of BC
students access the PEPs at some point
during the registration process or drop/
add week.
However, Domino said that few students choose to submit PEPs relative
to the amount of students who view the
evaluations. In addition, he said that the
anonymous nature of PEPs means that
the majority ofsubmissionseitherreflect
students who eitherloved or hated professors, with no middle ground.
?Everybody uses PEPs,? Domino
said. ?[However], you only get the most
radical reviews. In order to rectify that
we have to give students an incentive.?
Last spring, theUGBC held a drawing
for an iPad on the day of the Mod Stock
concert that was open to students who
submitted a professor evaluation on
that day.
This year, the UGBC Senate is planning to give away 20 gift certificates
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worth $5 each for White Mountain
Creamery. In order to be eligible to receive one ofthe gift certificates, students
will be required to submit an evaluation
during a ten-day window.

The UGBC will announce the dates
of the contest by the end of the month,
Domino said. The contest is expected to
occur in late January or early February.
?It was done as a trial program last
year, but it was more than we expected,?
Domino said, adding that over 60 students participated in the contest last

spring. ?We hope to see those numbers

grow.?
Erin Daley, A&S ?ll, said that while
she has never completed a professor
evaluation, she regularly checks the
PEPs for courses that she is considering
to sign up for.
?I use PEPs before signing up for
the majority of my classes,? she said.
?It?s an easy way to see what the course

load will be like and how difficult the
professor is.?
In addition to the UGBC-sponsored
PEPs, the University has expanded the
access that students are given to course

evaluations.
While the course evaluations, which
can be submitted through AgoraPortal,
were originally implemented to help
professors to improve the content and
structure

of their classes, the evalu-

ations have recently assumed a new
purpose.
?More recently, information from the
evaluations has been made available to
students online, to assist themin making
wise choices in their course selections,?
said Donald Hafner, vice provost for
undergraduate academic affairs, in an

e-mail. He said that roughly 80 to 85
percent of undergraduate and graduate
students submit the evaluations each
semester.
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Hafner creditedstudents and faculty
membersfor devising the current course
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evaluation system. ?The current evaluation form was the result of extended
consultation between UGBC representatives and the University Council on
Teaching,? he said.
However, Hafner added that the
response rate has fallen off slightly over
the past few years, and said that the
University would welcome any student
suggestions regarding how to keep the
response rate high.
One student said that because of
the increased availability of the course
evaluations, PEPs could become less
popular among students.

in F

Contact news@bcheights.com
to; moreinformation

?Now that BC has allowed students
the statistics from the teacher
evaluations, which are supposed to be
filled out by students at the end of the
semester, I feel as if PEPs will become
to view

obsolete,? said Bryan Gendron, A&S
?ll.

Gendronsaid that while he has never
submitted an evaluationon UGBC?s website, he regularly fills out course evaluations at the end of each semester.
?I dofeel as if PEPs are user-friendly.
Yet , I feel as if thecourse evaluationswill
be more convenient,? he said.
Despite this, Gendron added that
he would be more inclined to submit a
professor evaluation if the UGBC were
to offer incentives.
?I am all about free gift cards so
that would entice me to fill them out,?

Gendron said.
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QUOTE OF THE WEEK

For winter sports, lead
and they will follow

?We learn by example and by direct experience because there are real limits to the
adequacy of verbal instruction.?

?Malcolm Gladwell, ?Blink?

For years, fan culture at winter sports has been waning or nonexistent. To build this fan base, athletics must offer better deals.
For the past several years, Boston and offered tickets to these gamesahead
College winter athletic programs have of timemay makestudent moreinclined
struggled to fill seats andbuild anactive, to takethe time to attend thesegames.To
dedicated fan culture like the one that make this deal possible, it might require
surrounds the football team. Compared increasingtheprice of thefootball season
to our similarly sized peers, schools such
ticket package slightly, though at a level
Forest,
Vanderbiltand
Wake
at
that the gross amount still strikes stuas
we are
loss
for
both
filled
fan
and
a
a
section
an dents as a bargain.This would mean that
established culture with traditions.Last the tickets to the basketball and hockey
year?s Ice Jam event was a leap in the gameswouldbe significantlydiscounted.
Because of this
right directionfor the
athleticsdepartment.
aspect, it could
For that, they should
be arranged that
be applauded. What
the typically highThe process building a
needed
to
is
maintain
grossing games,
that momentum is a winter sports culture at BC such as the Duke
ticket dealthat draws is one that must
the basketball game,
to
these
attention
principle ?you must give could be excluded
from the offer.
sports early in the
a little to get a little.?
school yearandmakes
At first this
andaffordable
might
easy
it
mean sacfor students to attend
rificing profits on
student tickets to
games throughout.
The Heights feels that this issue could winter sports in order to build this a fan
becurbedby offering the optionof includ - culture. However, it could ultimately
ing a total of six tickets to men?s hockey lead to more significant profits in the
and basketballgames in studentfootball formof box seat sales. Alumni and major
season ticket packages. The deal would donors?the primary patrons of these
be that students could choose tickets to exclusive seats?would be more inclined
threebasketballgames and threehockey to spring for the expense of a box if the
games. They would have the ability to ambiance of the game was more boischoose the specific games they wish to terous and spirited, with an active fan
attend throughout the course of the seculture thatthey can depend upon to fill
mester, as we believe one of the reasons the seats.
The process of building a wintersports
many students are waryof committing to
ticketsfor
with
culture
at BC is one thatmust follow the
gamesdursports
season
ing theweek is a fear thattheirschedules principle of ?you must give a little to get
will fluctuate and various time conflicts a little.? If attentionis paid to making the
will arise.
gamesmarketableto students?meaning
To bring more attention to Olympic they must be affordable, well-advertised,
sports, whose events have offerred free and give students flexibility in their
admissionregardless, the dealcould also choices?then the creation of a strong
includetickets to threegamesof thevariSuperfan culture at winter sports games
made
of
willperhaps follow.
Olympic
Being
sports.
ous
aware

s

of

of

follow

Death of a leader,
sign of a new era
Over the years, leadership at Boston College has shifted from several
figures heavily involved in the Boston community to a more diverse group

MATT LAud/ HeigHTs iLLusTrATion

THE ONLINE BUZZ
Reprinting reader comments from www.bcheights.com, The Online Buzz draws on
the online community to contribute to the ongoing discussion.
Inresponse to ?Frank Campanella, Former Administrator and Professor, Dies at 74,? by Kendall Bitonte:

every person who comes on campus, and many students
wouldbe very upset if all housing was made to require
check-ins. I think that students must take it upon them-

This man cared about diversity at Boston College and
he made that institution what it is now....he will be sorely
missedby so many BC people.
Silvia Dominguez

selves to surround themselveswith safe people and not
bring others to our campus. I think that the new alcohol
policy is a good idea, but I haven?t heard it be put into
action. Often times, kids panic and don?t even think to
call for help. Ithink promoting this policy would help
studentsrememberthat help is always available.
The rise in certain majors definitely has to do with
the economy it is only natural to pick subjects that
seem ?safe.? But, as the economy always changes, so do
thein-demandmarkets. Although football season is full
of spirit, I think that kind of enthusiasm is only necessary for one season.People enjoy going to winter sports
games, but it is also a time of the year where students
don?t have a whole day to go to a game. I like the idea of
expressionon the fencing around the Dustbowl, but with
our typical New England weather, things would probably
get messy very quickly.

Dr. Campanella is a Boston College legend. We would
not havethe campus or culture today without him.
Thanks Frank.

Frank Campanella, who served as the withfaculty, staff, andstudentsthathelped
University?s executivevice president(EVP) establish the University?s nationalreputafrom 1973to 1991andthen again from 1993 tion as a supportiveand caringcommunity.
to 2001, passed away last Friday, Jan. 14, When he retired from the EVP position in
from complicationsfollowing a stroke. He 2001, BC officialsrenamed the mainroad
through Lower Campus, ?Campanella
was 74.
Campanella?s 25 yearsofinnovationand Way.? Campanella is the only University
leadership as Boston College?s executive employeeever tobe honored in this way.
One other attribute that Campanella
vice president helped the University becomea nationalleaderinhighereducation. shares with many of BC?s past leaders is
In his executive role,
the fact that he is a
Bostonian through
Campanella was reand through. Born
sponsible for all inter?No longer are leaders as
nal management oft he
inBoston in 1936, he
University, as well as deeply rooted in the Boston attended BC High
School and spent
long-term fiscal plancommunity, but instead
ning, capitalplanning,
many of his years
they hail
states across living and working
and informationtechthe
in the city, as have
nology.In more recent
years,Campanellahad
many of the Univerreturned to teaching
sity?spivotal figures.
and was a popular fiThis characteristic
of the school?s past
nance professor in the
Carroll School of Management.
can be seen in our strongfoundationwithin
Over the course of his tenure at BC, the Boston community.
Campanellaplayed a central role in the
Today, however, the leadership of the
fiscal planning that helped BC emerge University has changed. Campanella and
from near insolvency in 1973 to become menof his nature are of a dying breed.No
longer are leaders as deeply rooted in the
one of the nation?s 40 wealthiestuniversities in endowment.He also assisted in the Boston community, but instead they hail
architectural planning and construction from states across the nation.
Thoughit?s important topay tribute to
management of some of BC?s most prominent buildings, including Merkert Chemthe past byrememberingthe menwholaid
istry Center, Higgins Hall, O?Neill Library, the foundationfor BC?s future, it?s equally
Conte Forum, Robsham Theater, and the valuable to recognize what this change
studentresidencehalls running parallel to says about us coming together as a more
CommonwealthAvenue.
internationalschool. Many of our current
As EVP, Campanellawas credited with leaders are beacons of this transition to a
building an open and trusting relationship more globallyrecognized BC.

anonymouS

Inresponse to?Looking to the Future the Time for
Change is Now,? by The Heights Editorial Board:
This article brings up many interesting point on how
to improve life at BC-based on the changes the

school
has seen this year. Although the incident of the stabbing earlier this yearwas very frightening, I think that
the BCPD is a very effectiveforce. It is difficult to track

-

anonymouS
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Paying for the future

Thumbs
Up
Parrot?s Song For the lovers
of classicssuch as ?Hamster on
a Piano,? a clip of a caged parrot singing a hilariousrendition
of ?Bodies? (Let the bodies hit
the floor) has hit the Internet.
This comes just in time. With
-

the new year, it?s time for TU/
TD to replace ?Bed Intruder?
as its new favorite You Tube

video.
SnowRemoval Hats off to the
BC grounds crew for keeping up
with the persistent precipitation-your salting efforts have
saved many a tush from wet
-

encounters. If only the same

couldbe said for the treacherous maze of sleetand snow that
is the streets off-campus.
Winter Bells

You?re bound
need a break from studying these first few weeks when
you?re determined to ?start
this semester right and read
every assigned page.? When
that moment comes, the highly
addictiveand rather seasonally
appropriate game, winter bells,
is there to save the day. Even
if it takes you a while to hone
your bunny jumping skills,
the soundtrack is absolutely
charming and conveniently
availablefor download.
-

to

White Mountain Not the
beloved creamery, but rather,
the ever-growing eyesore in
the middle of campus. This
massive moundthat is theland
movedfor the construction of
Stokes Hall has become even
more annoying now that it?s
frosted in snow as it?s taunting
-

us with how perfect it would be
to ski or board down.

Random Acts of Kindness
A thank you to those among
us that turn in lost IDs to
student services or help a
forgetful stranger. You are the
bright spots in an otherwise
bleak season and reminders
-

that, thankfully, chivalry is
not dead.

Kids Bop 19 Release Who
would have guessed we would
be so lucky to have a whopping 19 volumes of children
performing cover songs of
top 40 hits? In this latest edition, irony strikes as the Kidz
-

Bop gang covers the music of

Justin Bieber, whose albums
technically qualify asKidz Bop

BENJAMIN KEY
Boston has recently entered into the
always-litigious negotiations with its
teachers union. Foremost on the agenda
is the issue of increases of teachers?
salaries.The current contract is an
evolution of the long-standing system
in which teachers receive monetary
boosts based on longevity and higher
education.The system is fairly simple.
A teacher receives bumps in pay grade

increased years at a school and
additionaldegrees. A first year teacher
out of our Lynch School of Education
is going to make less money than a tenyear veteran with a master?s degree.

for

The system is based on the pre-

sumption that experienceand education make a good teacher, but this
contention is being questioned. The
Boston Municipal Bureau of the Boston

Foundation has launched an attack on
the 250-page teachers union contract
with a report published on their website
Jan. 11th of this year just in time
to preempt the union negotiations.
?

The report is critical of the method of
determining salary, calling it outdated
and pointing out that unlike other
state workers, Massachusetts teachers
have seen increased salaries since the
economic downturn. Most importantly,
Paul S. Grogan, president of the Boston

Foundation, criticized the system as not
best serving students and has suggested
a more intimate connection between
salary and teachers? performance. Obviously, the Teacher?s Union vehemently
disagrees.
The Massachusetts debate signals
a growing need in the United States to
reexamine not only the way teachers
teach, but the way they are paid. The
U. S. continues to slip in the rankings of
nations? educationalprograms. Yet, at
the same time the recession has left the
Massachusetts Department of Education at a projected $63 million budget
shortfall. Presumably most other states
are facing similarly empty piggy banks.
I am in support of the Boston Foundation in their inclination to reexamine
the money that goes into the educa-

could be thrown into the bowels of hell.
In my experience, it?s behavioral issues
that hinder a class more than a handful
of students who are slower to learn.
Third graders act a littlelike drunken
pirates anyway and drunken pirates
who really don?t want to work one day
can be a handful for a teacher.

bump. A good teacher with bachelor?s
degree is more valuable than a mediocre but highly educated one.
This is another crucial point that
must be acknowledged by the teachers
union. There is such a thing as a poor
teacher. We have all had one. Anyone

The logic that a school?s classrooms
are equally receptive to teaching is
shoddy. The performance on a standard test is not purely a measure of
the teacher?s ability to teach. In my

Every principal who is even remotely
worth their salt knows who the good
and bad teachers are. There is often
an implication that this is somehow a

experience,school principals will actually place the more difficult students
in the classroomsof the most gifted
teachers, handicapping the teacher as

far as standardizedtests

are

concerned.

It is also dangerous to essentially put
a teacher?s salary in the hands of his or
?
her students especially at the elementary level. Even the most compassionate teacher needs to maintain his or
her livelihood,and it is critical to not
create a scenario in which the teacher
feels the need to be defensiveof salary.
The last thing we want is teachers who

become

who works in

a schoolhas seen one.

?How do we know who the bad
teachers are?? Where is the ambiguity when the students, the parents, the
administrators, and the other teachers
know. We coddle poor public school
teachers as a country, and the union
mystery.

pretends they do not exist. Poor teachers should be fired as they would for
any other job. This is something that
should be learned from the private

schools. Here?s a fun exercise, send a
survey to everyparent in a town and
ask them to list those who they feel are
the bad teachers. Will feelings get hurt?
You bet. Will therebe some parents
with personal

resentful of
the students

vendettas?
Yup. But for
the most part,

who test
badly or

there?s your

learn more

answer.

slowly.

I do not
think the
educational
system should
be placed in

There is
also therisk
of the dreaded practice
of teachers

the hands of
the parents,
but they?re

?teaching
to the test.?
I have a

an untapped
resource and

solution for
this: design
better tests.
A well- de-

they should be
more

the teachers
that should be

should accu-

that all students should finish a year
with. I could not be more sympathetic
to teachers, but Ialso believe in testing.

I am also okay with teachers feeling a
?
little pressure that?s life and it keeps
them sharp. I have no doubt there is
a call to redesign many standardized
tests, so that is what should be done.
It should be done quickly too,

tional system, but there seems to be
some shortcomings in their logic. I?ve
worked in an elementary school every
summer and winter break since college
started, and one thing is certain: not
all classes are created equal. Statisti-

because the current system of teachers?
salary is foolish. Teachers are rewarded
for completing additionalclasses that

cally speaking, each class should have
a few stars and a few troublemakersbut
it will all even out across a school, but
in practice this is not the case. I?ve
substituted in classrooms populated by
angels that zoom through the day with
smiles on theirface and twinkles in the
eye. But the next day, one room over, I

might have nothing to do with their
profession. Often these classes are also
funded by the state. This seems like a
redundancy. If a teacher is mot ivated to
get better, and wishes to take a relevant
graduate class, the class should be paid
for by the district as an investment. But
there is no need for an additionalsalary

involved

in weeding out

signed test
rately judge
the general
knowledge of
a student in
a subject area. The AP tests and SAT
lls are an excellent examples of a welldesigned test in a specific subject area.
It is possible. There is basic knowledge

doing other
things with

their lives.
So what
am I suggesting? I?m not exactly sure.
I know that standardized test results,
in themselves, are no way to judge a

teacher in any given year. But teachaccountable for their student?s
performance and that needs to be
ers are

something they come to terms with.
A teacher whose classes consistently
perform lowerrelative to the rest of the
school, for instance, does not deserve
a salary increase regardless of his
master?s degree or tenure. Sometimes
simple problems are made excessively
murky by the dialogue of politics.

Gifted teachers should be rewarded,
poor ones should be fired, and the
teachers union needs to stop hindering
this process.

Benjamin Key is a staff columnist for
The Heights. He welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.

themselves.

Thumbs
Down

Parents just don?t understand
thelittleapplication thatsays ?settings??
Mind-blowing. And if one e-mail account
wasn?t difficultenough to manage, the complexitiesof receiving spam from bothYahoo

New Year?s Resolutions The
-

treadmills are packed. The
salad bar is pillaged. This
can only mean one thing: It?s

CJ GUSTAFSON

January at BC and New Year?s
resolutions are in full swing.
Though the effort is commendable, for those of us whowould
rather jump right back into a
diet of cookies and McElroy
personal pan pizzas for lunch,
the guilt is hard to swallow

?C.J., I?m trying to send out a group
e-mailandit?s not working,? my mom hollers
from the computer in theother room. But
I?m too focused on annihilating my younger
brother in a game of FIFA.

thesefirst few weeks.

How do I get it out??
?It?s probably saved as a draft?he always
uses Inter as his team and does that same
dumbplay down themiddle with?l?m going
to hit you square in the jaw??
?What was that, C.J.??
?No, not you, mom. I?m going to punch

Natalie Portman In what
could have been remembered
as one of the most glorious
years of her career with the
release of the critically acclaimed Black Swan, Portman
just had to go and soil her
pristine spot on a pedestal
with the raunchy rom-com that
is No Strings Attached. Here?s
to hoping no members of the
Academy noticed the two million advertisements for the
-

flick on Pandora, Natalie.
Wintery Mix This wicked
hybrid of snow and rain is
neither committed to coming
in the form of a solid nor a
liquid, only to soaking through
your ?waterproof boots? and
dumping elephant snowflakes
on you as you trek through
campus. A definite indication
that Mother Nature is just as
confused as the rest of us during drop/add week.
-

?Use a semicolon in between each of the
contacts?or something like that??

?C.J., I think it got movedinto the trash.

Tyler in the jaw. Him or Gmail.?
?Can?t you justcome in here and help

me??
?Yea, there?sfive minutes left in the
game, justwalk awayfrom it before you mess
it up.?
?C.J.??
?WHAT????
?I think I accidently sent thebookclub
e-mail to everycontact I have.?

andGmailincreasedtenfold.
Yesterday I received a Facebookfriend
request from some 40-year-old woman I?d
never seen before. After worrying that some
cougar in Los Angeles was stalking me, my
mom informedme thatthisrandom lady was
my second cousin I?d never

met. What to do?
Ignore.
The last thing I want
is someone who is a)
related to me in some way,
b) friends with my mom,
and c) archaicby social
networking standards to be
creeping on me. But none
of thisregistered with my
mom. Instead,she said
I was rude. What if she
wantedto look at my prom
pictures? I went to prom two and a half years
ago anddon?t evenremember it. What ifshe
wantedto see how I was doing at college? I
doubtshe even knowswhere I go to college.
What if she wants to talkabout how things
are going in our lives? I don?t know this
woman and it feels eerily similar to one of
those ?To Catch a Predator? shows, where
men with guns bust through thedoor onan
unsuspecting instant messaging user.

My motherthen brought up thefact that

Sometimes I?m at a loss for words when
attempting to assist my parents in common
technological activities. They bothrecently
movedfrom theRazr cell phone (or whatever

one of my aunts got a Facebookand she
was over 50. She didthis after a speakerat
theschoolshe works at toldtheteachers to
makeFacebook profiles so students wouldn?t

they were somehow connecting to people
with using T9-Word texting capabilities),
to iPhones. To them, that?s like upgrading
from a station wagon to a spaceship. They
wouldn?t evenknow whereto park this thing.
Whocouldhave ever imagined that one can
change the settings of e-mail, texting, calls,
backgrounds, and everything else by clicking

createfalse accounts, claiming to be the

teacher.
My aunt teacheskindergarten. Her
studentshave a hard enough time going to
thebathroomwithoutmissing the toilet, let
alone conspiring to steal her name and messaging other students in theclass that their
coloring book assignments have beenmoved

Selective
history

from Monday to Friday. Why can?t these
people wrap theirheads aroundtechnology?
Why do they seem so out of the loop?
But this makes me scared. Yes, I do make
fun of themfrom time to time, installing fart
machine apps on their iPhones or changing
their family contacts to various pizza shops

aroundtown,but whatwillhappen to me
when I?m older?
Seeing therapid shift in technology from
the time I was born to now,
it?s truly amazing. We?ve
movedfrom computers the
size of an entire room that
couldbarely compute 100
x 100to super-charged

automobilesthatcan
simultaneously make dinner
reservations, download songs
off iTunes, andtell you where
to go. How muchfurther will
social mediago? When will
technologyhit a standstill?If
it keeps moving at therate its
going, many iPhone gurus and You Tube connoisseurs may beleft in thedustby the time
they havekids of theirown. I really hopeI?m
not having thefollowing conversation with
my son when I?m older.
?Son, how do Ifire up thetime-machine
again??
?It?s the greenbutton, nextto thered
one, abovethe keyboard and to theright. I?ve
told you thisabouta thousand times.?
?There are aboutfive greenbuttons??
?It?s the square one. Hold on, Dad, I?m
playing Tyler in Call of Duty: RainbowOps 47.
Just don?t touch anything. I?ll be there in five
minutes.?

?Son??
?WHAT!??
?I think I just sent your motherback to

JOCELYN ROUSEY
On Jan.5, the 112 th House of Representatives began the new legislative term by
reading theU.S. Constitution aloud on the
House floor, a first in U.S. history. On the
surface, it seemedlike arelatively harmless
exercise organized by House Republicans.
More than 130 Representatives,hailing
from both parties, took turns reading sections of theConstitution aloudfor their
colleagues. The reading was meant as an
acknowledgment of the rising Tea Party
influence in the new House, and altogether,
the wholeexercise only tookabout an hour
and a half.
Yet the supposedly harmless nature
of thereading was undercut by thefact
that theHouse did not actually read the
entire Constitution. Rather, the text read
on theHouse floor was a clean version; it
didn?t include anyof the bits of the original
documentthat were later struck out by
amendments.Notably, the reading skipped
over the Three-Fifths Compromise (which
stipulated that slaves counted as only

three-fifthsof a person) andthe portion
dealing with runaway slaves.
The omission of these admittedly unsettling historical details is itself unsettling,
and perhaps more so. First off, it gives the
impression that Americans cannotstomach thedarkerparts of our own history
and thatwe needto sugar coat our civics
lessonsfor ease of consumption. But more
importantly, by not acknowledging those

darkerelementsof our past, we dishonor
thosewho have fought to correct the injustices ofthat early document .To demand
that the Constitution beread aloud on the
House floor only to opt out of reading the
ugly bits is to engage in a selective reading
of history, which, in turn, only hinders
responsible governance.
See, what?s more unsettling thanthe
omission of these passages is that this
whole Constitutional recitation event was
put together as an attempt to recognize
and appease theTea Party, a political
movement that routinely employs this sort
of select ive history. The stars of theTea
Party love toromanticize the Constitution,
the Founding Fathers, andtherevolutionary era. They hold up theConstitution
(mind you, in its current, modern iteration)
as a sort of timeless,golden standard with
which they can pass judgment on today?s
government and administration.Yet the
irony of their strict constitutionalism is
that the very document they uphold as
timelessis not the same documentthat it
was two centuries ago.
The Founding Fathers hadthe foresight
to know

that their documentreflected their

own human prejudices and accordingly,
they designed a process through which

the Constitutioncould beamended.By
omitting theevidenceof this document?s
past prejudices and insufficiencies, House
Republicansare attempting to pass off the
Constitution as something thatit?s not.
Catering to thisselective reading of history is dangerous. Granted, in this instance,
the activity only wasted an hourand a half,
a millisecond in legislative time. But what
is worrisome is that humoring the Tea
Party with this symbolic, seemingly harmless gesture (and a poorly executed one, at
that) may legitimize other empty symbolic
gestures in the coming legislative term.
For instance, take Republican efforts torepeal health care reform.House
Republicansknow full wellthat the Senate
willblock any move to repeal thePatient
Protection andAffordableCare Actand
thatPresidentBarack Obamahas the
power to veto any suchbillshould it arrive on his desk. Yet one and a half hours
spent reading the Constitution is nothing
compared to the amount of time and effort
Republicansare committing to this futile
and purely symbolic gesture of disagreement with the current administration.One
of Republicans? primary grievances with
health care reform (that it supposedly kills
jobs)is based on a misconstruedCongressionalBudget Officereport. Consequently,
it?s frustrating that Republicans continue
to waste taxpayer money by pushing futilely forrepeal when their time and effort
could have gone to other, more productive
legislativeundertakings.
The ultimateirony of the Constitutional
read-along is that whileconstitutional
conservatives were not-so-subtlety implying that theirHouse colleagues needed a
lesson in constitutional theory, it is those
very constitutional conservatives who
might havebenefited the most from the
exercise. But glossing over inconvenient
historicaldetailsallowed conservatives to
continue romanticizing our nation?s founding document , irrespective of thefact that
thisromanticizing is more harmful than it
is patriotic.

CJ Gustafson is a staff columnist for
The Heights. He welcomes comments at

Jocelyn Rousey is a staff columnist for
The Heights. She welcomes comments at

opinions@bcheights.com.

opinions@bcheights.com.
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Till death
do us part

Grinding It Out

GREG JOYCE
I guess it makes sense I?m finally
writing one of these myself. I did, after
all, learn how to read from examining
these things. Racing down the stairs
at 6 a.m. every morning, I?d go out
and get the issue ofThe Boston Globe
laying on my walkway. After bringing
it inside, I?d immediately get my hands
on the most important part: the sports
section.
Reading about my belovedBoston
sports teams mademe feel like I was
at every game and in thelocker room
after each one. Doing so also lessened
the pain when I came to therealization
that my future profession would not be
a starting pitcher for the Red Sox.
I think that?s why many of us are
the sports fans we have come to be
today: We are trying to hang on to that
childhood dream of one day starting
in the majors. Since we know it?s never
going to happen, we are drawn to the
closest thing to that dream, and make
teams ours for better, for worse, for
richer, for poorer, in sickness and in
health, until death do us part.
?

Marriage vows aside, I?m here
to try to do for you what the sports
writers for The Globe did for me. First,
to connect you to your teams and
players, and second, to try to guide
you through your relationship with
your teams during their darkest times.
(Mine: 2003 ALCS Game 7 and Super
Bowl XLII.)

As

one

of the sports editors of The

Heights, I?m afraid there will always
be a need for this type of marriage
counseling. Being a fan of BC sports
is never easy, since we?re almost always playing therole of the underdog,
and just when we are actually supposed to win, we seem to find away

ALEX TRAUTWIG / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Though BC did not have its best shooting night, Biko Paris (left), Reggie Jackson (top right), and Corey Raji (bottom right) were able to tough out a key ACC win against Virginia.

not to.

This year, we are once again taking
the underdog, at least
in men?s basketball. I have to admit, I
on therole of

had my doubts. When Steve Donahue
got hired as the new head coach of the
men?s basketballteam, I was excited,
but I thought it would at least take
a few years for BC to get back to the

NCAA tournament. Sure, we had four
starters returning, including Reggie

Jackson at point guard, but they had
Donahue?s style of offense

to adjust to

after being suffocated in Skinner?s
flex.
Yet just over a month into the season, I am impressed, and I don?t think
I?m the only one. The Eagles have
gotten off to a 13-5 start, including 3-1
in the ACC. We might have more losses

against the Ivy League than we do
against the ACC, but who?s counting?

When you think about our non-conference wins against Texas A&M and
Indiana, it makes the losses to Harvardand Yale not seem so bad.
When you look at men?s hockey,
you see a team that was actually
projected to be nearly unbeatable.
Through 21 games this season, they
stand at 15-6, arecord that is not one
to lament, but I?m sure Jerry York will
be the first to tell you that he wishes
they had a few of those losses back.
Let?s not forget about women?s
basketball or hockey, as both teams
are off to promising starts, each with
14 wins apiece a little over halfway
through their seasons.
Taking a minute to think rationally,
the sports scene on the Heights isn?t
all that awful right now, despite what
many might think. You may have the
bad taste of the football team?s bowl
game loss, but if all was right in the
BCS, that game wouldhave been in
December,and it could have been
swept under last year?s rug.
If I daresay it, all four teams play-

ing right now have the potential to be
in their respective NCAA tournaments
come March. A lot of things have to
go right in orderfor this to take place,
but as J.P. always told us in Angels in
the Outfi eld, ?It could happen.?
And if it doesn?t happen, you can
always turn to this column for a little
marriage counseling for you and your
team. It?s what I?m here to do.

Greg Joyce is the Assistant Sports Editor
of The Heights. He can be reached at
sports@bcheights.com.

The Eagles couldn?t buy a 3-pointer,
but they beat the Cavaliers anyway

tory at the charity stripe by going 20
for 25, including a remarkable eight of
eight in the final 90 seconds.
?I enjoyed that tonight we found
another way to win the game,? head

BY TIM JABLONSKI
For The Heights

coach Steve Donahue said after the
game. ?We had a grind it out game,
and we did two things: We made our
foul shots and we got to the rim.?
Leading the way at the line was
junior guard Reggie Jackson, who was
a perfect six for six on freebies on his
way to 16points. The winner of thelast
two ACC Player of the Week awards,
Jackson made a 3-pointer with 3:55

when its most potent
weapon wasn?t getting it donefor them,

The Eagles (13-5, 4-1 ACC) final
total of six 3-pointers was theirlowest
since the team?s third game of the season against Holy Cross. Nonetheless,
BC still figured out ways to keep the

theBoston College men?s basVirginia
ketball team did
what good teams do on nights like this:
They grind out the win anyway.

visiting Virginia Cavaliers (10-8, 1-3)
at bay, holding on for a 70-67 victory
on Wednesday night.
Shooting just six of 21 from behind
the arc, the Eagles earned their vic-

On

a night

Boston College 70

remaining, breaking a tie at 58 and
sending the Eagles on their way to a
close victory over a dangerous Cavaliers squad.
?They capitalized on their opportunities and kept it fighting and
kept it close,? Jackson said of his
opponents.

While Jackson took over down the
stretch, the junior initially struggled,
and the Eaglesrelied mainly on forward
Joe Trapaniin thefirst half. The senior
poured in 12 points before intermission,

See Holding On, B3

KRAFT FIGHT HUNGER BOWL

Pistol whipped: Wolf Pack defeat Eagles
Nevada hands BC
its third straight
bowl game loss by
rattling QB Rettig
BY PAUL SULZER
Sports Editor
?
SAN FRANCISCO, Calif. Boston
College built a reputation for playing its
best football in
Nevada
20

Boston College 13

the postseason
the turn of

at

the century, winning eight straight bowl
games.
Now that tradition has been flipped
on its head.
BC fell to the Nevada WolfPack 20-13
Jan. 9 in the Kraft Fight Hunger Bowl at
AT&T Park in San Francisco. The Eagles
have lost threestraight bowls and go into
the offseason facing the same issues that
plagued them a year ago.
Foremost among those problems is who
should play quarterback. True freshman
Chase Rettig lookedrattled by the Pack?s
pressure. He made poor decisions and
inaccurate throws like Dave Shinskie did
at thebeginning ofyear. Rettig finished 14
of 34with 121 yards and two interceptions.
His poor performance could reopen the

quarterback controversy that appearedto
besolvedwhenhe tookover against Notre
Dame in October.

INSIDE SPORTS
THIS ISSUE

?We had a lot of missed opportunities
today,? Rettig said. ?I feel bad for the seniors on offense, to have it end like that.?
The Eagles were still alive when they
took over with 3:06 left on their 10-yard
line. But the drive stalled when Rettig
was sackedfor a three-yard loss by Kaelin
Burnett at the BC 39. On the next play,
Rettig threwbehind Alex Amidon on an
out route andKhalid Wooten intercepted
the pass to kill the rally.
It took a solid defensive stand for BC

When the game was getting away from
BC in thethirdquarter,Luke Kuechly came
to the rescue. The sophomore linebacker
and consensus first-team All-American
interceptedKaepernick and returned the
ball to the Nevada 6.BC settledfor a field
goal, though, after two runs netted a yard
and Rettig?s pass for Bobby Swigert fell

chly said about the pick. ?I was in coverage and missed my guy. I was in the right
place at the right time and kind of got
lucky there.?
The entire defense was out of position
on Nevada?s first touchdown, a 27-yard
strike from a scrambling Kaepernick to an

uncoveredRishard Matthews,who walked

incomplete.
?I was actually out of position,? Kue-

See Fight Hunger Bowl, B2

the ball back for that drive
after Nevada recovered an onsidekick
following Nate Freese?s 32-yard field goal.
to even get

The Eagles stuffed the Wolf Pack?s potent
running game all day, andthisdrivewas no
exception. Nevada ran twice for a net loss
of three yards before Colin Kaepernick
threw an incompletion.

?We

were able to stay

stout,? said se-

nior linebackerMark Herzlich, whoforced
Kaepernick to fumble in the first quarter.

?We needed to keep our responsibilities
and not get fooledby the motions and the
fakes. We were able to do a pretty good
job with thatbecause our d-linemengot a
push up front, which allowedus linebackers to flow over the top and the safeties to

make plays.?
The defense carried BC all day, forcing three turnovers that led to 10 points.
The Eagles took a 7-0 lead one play after
Herzlich separatedKaepernick from the
ball and Donnie Fletcher recovered it.
Andre Williams, playing for the injured
Montel Harris, ran off tackleleft for a
30-yard score.

Tree Eagles skate for Team USA
Brian Dumoulin, ChrisKreider, andPatrick Wey
played at World Juni0r5..............................84

ALEX TRAUTWIG / HEIGHTS EDITOR

BC suffered its third straight bowl loss due to another miserable offensive performance.

T e Importance of Josh Southern

BC needs a dependable post presence to balance out the 0ffen5e.........................................83

Editors? Pick 5........................82
Game to Watch............................82
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THE HEIGHTS
Standings

Men?s hockey will play two critical
games this weekendagainst BU and
UMass-Lowell. Men?s basketball
will travel to Tallahasseeto continue
its ACC schedule, taking on FSU.
Women?s basketball is also on the
road thisweekend at GeorgiaTech.

Recap from Last Week

Paul Sulzer

0-0

DJ Adams

0-0

Greg Joyce

0-0

Heights staff

0-0

Game to Watch

The football team lostits bowl game
against Nevada, 20-13. Men?s basketball recorded home wins against
GeorgiaTechand NC State, but also
lost to Harvard for the third straight
year. Women?s basketballupset No.
13 Maryland.

Men?s Hockey

Guest Editor:
David Cote

Boston
vs.
University

MarketplaceEditor

The third installment of the Batttle of Comm
Ave. will take place on Friday night atAgganis
Arena, with the puck dropping at 7:30. The
No. 3 Eagles take on the No. 15 Terriers in what
could serve as a spring boardfor theremainder
of the season for both teams. Itremains to be
seen who will start between the pipes for BC,
after John Muse let up four goals in just 24

?Too bad I?m not picking Tom Brady this
week.?
Paul Sulzer
Sports Editor

This Week?s Games

DJ Adams
Assoc. Sports Editor

Greg Joyce
Asst. Sports Editor

David Cote

Marketplace Editor

Men?s Hockey: Boston College at BostonUniv.

BU

BC

BC

BU

Men?s Hockey: Boston College vs. UMass-Lowell

BC

BC

BC

BC

Men?s Basketball:Boston College at Florida State

FSU

FSU

FSU

FSU

Women?s Basketball:Boston College vs. Georgia Tech

Georgia Tech

BC

Georgia Tech

Georgia Tech

Steelers

Jets

Steelers

Jets

NFL: New York Jets atPittsburgh Steelers

Boston
College

minutes against Maine last weekend. This
will be the final meeting between the crosstown rivals before facing off in the first round
of the Beanpot.

Tranquil?s gone, but will things get any better?
seemed too predictable. If the
fans have a strong idea of what
play was going to be run, then
the other team might have the
slightest clue. The BC offense

BRAD ZAK
Following the 20-13 loss in the
Kraft Fight Hunger Bowl, Gary
Tranquil retired and decided
to do what any other respectable 70-year old would do: drive
Cadillacs and wear knee-high
socks in the summertime. It?s
retirement time, baby. Tranquil?s
resignation brings an end to one
of the most difficult offensive
tenures in Boston College history.

The slow-paced, arduous offensive style made Al Skinner?s fl ex
offense seem like a well-oiled,
high-octane attack.
This past year, the BC offense
averaged 18.4 points per game,
good for 109 th in the FBS, and
a putrid 171 passing yards per
game. The Eagles had the worst
scoring offense in the ACC,
which wasn?t exactly a haven for
explosive offenses this season.
The unit struggled like many
others against top defenses like
Clemson, Virginia Tech, and
Florida State and also couldn?t
provide scoring in victories
over Duke, Wake

Forest, and

Virginia?s anemic, tissue paper
defenses. The offense at times

had come to resemble a Big 10
squad on sleeping pills.
The offense wasn?t built to
be a juggernaut, but it looked at
times as if a team walk through
with no defense might turn out to
be a low- scoring affair. The team
started the year with three QBs,
which, according to the coaching
book of Bill Parcells, means you
have no quarterbacks. The decision was ultimately mishandled,
if the plan had been to break
in their young quarterback and
cut ties with Dave Shinskie. By
not naming Shinskie the starter
from the beginning of camp,
the team?s confidence in the

quarterback proved to be shaken.
A team?s success is connected to
how much they believe in their
quarterback?s ability to lead the
team. Didn?t the movie The Replacements teach us anything?
The most frustrating element
of the entire past two years of
offense was the lack of creativity.
Last year there was an effort to
develop a Wildcat style that put
the team?s best offensive players
on the field. Losing Josh Haden
took away some key personnel
for that package, but Andre Williams seemed to be a perfectly
capable asset in a the formation.
Instead, the team reverted to

If the starting quarterback had been decided on earlier in the season, it could have given the offense a much-needed boost of confidence.
the Mildcat as two inside runs
were followed by a play-action
comeback route thrown at the
receiver?s feet.
Far too often, the offense
would sit on leads and call running play after running play, trying to eat away the clock before

Eagles. How can Chase Rettig
develop his confidence when he?s
only counted on to be a passing
threat when we are losing football games?
BC quarterbacks only had 180
completions this season and just
177 last year. These incredibly

passes. Logan was able to put
the quarterbacks in a position
to succeed with high-percentage
short throws that eventually built
their confidence for taking shots

downfield.

one possession or turnover away

low numbers could be attributed to the inexperienceof the
quarterbacks,but when Steve
Logan was handed the tandem
of Chris Crane and Dominique

During the bowl game, it
didn?t look likethe team had
made any significant offensive
strides. It was missing its most
dynamic player, and it didn?t
seem to have solved its balance
issues. Turnovers and penal-

from stealing victory from the

Davis, the team completed 233

ties became the go-to offensive

the other team could mount a
comeback.It?s a logical strategy,
but it allowsinferior teams to
hang in games, leaving them just

options. The team had longer
to practice thanalmost any

other team in the country, but
the extra time didn?t seem like it
had done the team much good.
Hopefully rumored replacement
Ryan Day has a plan to reignite

the team?s spirit and the offense
awakens from the past two years
of ?Tranquil-ity.?

Brad Zak is a staff columnist for
The Heights. He can be reached
at sports@bcheights.com.

Eagles contain Wolf Pack offense, but can?t score
Fight Hunger Bowl, from B1
into the end zone.
The game changed 1:13 later on an electric punt
return by Matthews. The junior receiver fielded the
punt at Nevada?s own 28, cut right, and outran the
BC special teams unit to the sideline, allowing him to
coast into the end zoneagain.
Even though the Eagles heldNevada to just two field
goals over the final three quarters, they were forced
to play catch-up. Rettig began throwing deeperballs
to Clyde Lee, Alex Amidon, and Ifeanyi Momah. But
the receivers didn?t haul in any of the bombs downfi eld. BC?s longest completion was a 32-yard cross
underneath to Chris Pantale,who found aseam along

the sidelinefor the big gain. Whenever Rettig looked
deep, his passes had too much or too little air and fell
harmlessly to the ground.
?They were stacking a lot of people in the box and
we had man coverage across the board.? Rettig said,
?So we tried to take a couple of shots.?
With Rettig unable to connect on the deep ball,
the offense sputtered to another underwhelming
performance.
?They?re 13-1,? head coach Frank Spaziani said
about the Wolf Pack. ?Virginia Tech won our conference. Boise beat Virginia Tech. These guys beat
Boise.
?Do the logic.?

Defending the pistol
Nevada came into the game averaging over 300
yards a game on the ground out of the pistol offense.
Comparedto the shotgun, the pistol allows theoffense
to establish a power running game whileproviding the
quarterback with a similar look at the defense presnap. The Eagles were ready for it, though, and they
held the Pack to 114 yards and 2.9 per carry.
?We?ve been working on the fundamentalsof playing responsibility football,? Kuechly said. ?Our d-line
did a great job of stuffing the dive and every time
[Kaepernickkept it] we had guys on him.?
?The key is containing him ? keeping him in the
pocket,? Herzlich said. ?They like to roll him out.
When he rolls out, you have to take away his options.

mm WMittJiiM
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That?s when we want to make him run. We don?t want
him to be able to throwand complete 20-yard passes.
We want him to st ay behind the line of scrimmage and
run for his life.?

Odds andends
Harris stood on the sideline in his team-issued
sweatsuit for thesecond half, even though he was listed
atop the depth chart and dressedfor kickoff. ?He was
stretching in the hotelandhefelt something,? Spaziani
said. ?It had nothing to do with his knee.?
Alex Albright, who had recovered from the broken
leg he suffered against Maryland, came back to play
his final collegiate game. Hefinished with five tackles
and a break-up. ~
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Senior Mark Herzlich and the BC defense were able to contain Nevada?s dangerous Pistol offense to 20 points.
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BC overcomes weak
shooting from deep
Holding On, from B1

?He?s a great passer,? Donahue said of Southern. ?Four assists, no turnovers in a game like this
are huge. Just a huge weapon to have.?
A key weapon on the other end of the court for
the Eagles was walk-on John Cahill, who played
his first minutes in an ACC game on Wednesday

including two three-point layups on back-to-back
possessions midway through the period.
Trapani?s big first half helped the Eagles
head to the locker room with a 34-28 advantage
night. He earned crunch time minafter 20 minutes. But Virginia
guard Mustapha Farrakhan ?We had a grind it out utes on defense, helping the Eagles
came out of the break gunning,
game, and we did two finish off the Cavs.
?He does the things that we don?t
registering seven points within
things: We made our do,? Jackson said of Cahill. ?He?s
a three-minute span to help
the Cavaliers tie the game up
shots and we got to constantly talking, telling people
where their man is going it?s hard
at 41.
the rim.?
to lose your man when he?s on the
The two teams exchanged
court.?
blows until the four-minute
Cahill and the Eagles struggled
mark, with Virginia even taking
Steve Donahue,
a temporary 57-56 lead with
to
create turnovers, forcing only
Head
seven, but they held on to the ball
under seven minutes to play.
After Jackson?s 3-pointer put the Eagles up, the incredibly well.Ranked ninth nationally in turnCavaliers pulled even with 1:41 to play, but BC overs per game, the Eagles coughed up the ball a
continually got to the line and knocked down its mere five times, an impressive mark for any team
at any level, let alone against an ACC squad.
foul shots, holding on for the victory.
Although they maximized their possessions,
Coming off the bench, forward Corey Raji
the Eagles only shot 22-54 from the field (40.7 permanaged 10 points and five rebounds, while starting point guard Biko Paris contributed 12 points cent), well below their 48.4 mark for the season
?They made it real difficult for us to run good
for the Eagles. Center Josh Southern only had
offense,? Donahue said. ?They guarded us well
seven points but made up for it with four assists
from the low block, not including a key pass that and I give our kids credit for fighting through it,
led to two Paris foul shots that put the Eagles getting to the basket, and not turning the ball
over.? n
up for good.

foul
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steve donahue spoke to Biko Paris late in the game. The senior guard hit two free throws down the stretch.

?

Trapani leads the Eagles? charge to the basket
BY RYAN KIRACOFE

to run

For The Heights

said head coach Steve Donahue
after the game. ?It felt like a
solid league game where neither
side gave an inch, and I give our
kids credit for scrapping. Good
teams find away to fight through
and get the win, and that?s what

ForwardJoe Trapani led Boston College in a physical, hardfought 70-67 victory over Virginia last night.
The senior sharpshooter,
known more for his ability to
knock down 3-pointers than for
consistently getting to the rim,
was able to fight his way through
a physical Cavalier defense to
get to the basket on a number of
occasions.
Nine of Trapani?s team-high
18points came on plays wherehe
was able to come off high screens
or penetrate the defense on his
own, thendraw contact andmake

shot. Two of Trapani?s
three-point plays keyed a 13-2

a tough

BC run in the first half that had
the Eagleslooking like theymight
pull away.

?Coach always says to keep
shooting even when [shots]
aren?t going,? said Trapani after
the game, ?but it?s important to
find other ways to get into the
mix, whether that?s distributing
the ball or getting to the glass.?
Virginia?s strong defensiveeffort forced the Eagles to look for
creative ways to get open shots.
Trapani answeredthe call.
?They didn?t give us anyroom

we

the half-court offense,?

did.?

Even as Trapani was substituted out in favor of defensive
specialist John Cahill at certain
points in the game, Donahue remained highly complimentary of
his senior forward?s effort.
?I can?t say enough about
how much I appreciate the way
that hereally buys into whatI?m
trying to do,? Donahue said. ?He
kept his head up on defense, and
did a great job attacking the rim
and getting to theline. It was just
what we needed.?
Against the intimidating presence that is 7-foot Virginia center

Assane Sene, Trapani found
creative ways to beat the lanky
defender, who seems to be improving every game. On multiple
occasions, Trapani was able to
collect a rebound under the net,
create space, and curl around

the underside of the basket to
slidethe ballpast Sene?s massive
wingspan.
While it was Trapani?s fifth
time leading the Eagles in scoring

this season, Donahue labeled it
?satisfying? to see him and the
rest of the team score in differing ways from the normal hightempo, free shooting manner of
previous games.
?[The Virginia defense] is
aggressive on the ball,? Trapani
said. ?If we had the opportunity
to get the ball downlow [around
Sene], we wanted to use our
athleticism to get to the rim. It?s
about Corey [Raji] and me finding our confidence on the glass,
and it worked tonight.?
Whilethe Eagles will certainly
hope to shoot better than 28.6
percent from long range in games
down the stretch, Donahue said
he andhis staff feel good knowing
that their squad can find other
ways to win when the outside
shots aren?t falling.

?Even when the three [point
shots] aren?t going, we still want
to scrap and claw,? junior Reggie
Jackson said. ?It?s a conference
known for athleticism, but guys
like Joe and Iknow we have to get
downand dirty too if we?re going
to reach our goal, which is making
it in the NCAA tournament.?
Scrappy performances, like
those from Trapani and his
teammates tonight, would go a
long way towardsreaching that
goal. n

alex TrauTwig / heighTs ediTor

Joe Trapani shot seven of 14 from the floor to help the eagles survive an unusually poor shooting performance.

Post presence needed for BC to keep
DAN POKPO
When Steve Donahue came
to Boston College, everyoneknew
that things would change on the

offensive end. Gone were theSkinner-centric days of five guys in the
laneand the unforgettable tight
flex. In was amore free-flowing,
quick-firing system that seemed to

rely on shooters and not much else.
People saw Donahue?s offense
put up over 82 points per game
in two wins over top-20 teams
Temple andWisconsin last season
at Cornell University, led by theperimeter force that was IvyLeague
Player of the Year Ryan Wittman.
In orderto implement this new
system at BC, the Eagles need
shooters spacing the perimeter,
who will hopefully open driving
lanes by consistently knocking

blessed with theperfect pivot man
in Jeff Foote. The 7-footeraveraged 12points and eight boards,
while providing a defensivepresence in thepost. When he moved
from Ithacato Chestnut Hill,

he gets the chance to put the ball in
the basket.
Watch an Eagles game and
you will see multiple plays where
Southern is either in the high post
so that letter cutters slip off him

down thethree ball, but it?s hard

Donahue didn?t bring any players.
No Wittman. No Louis Dale. And
maybe most importantly, no Foote.
Reggie Jacksonbecame a
superstar and Biko Parisand Corey
Raji found their jump shots, but
no replacement for Foote could be
seen on the Eagles roster.

tokeep people honest without
someone laying down thelaw in
the paint.

some of the game that made him
one of the crown jewelsof Al

towards the basket or on the low
block as the perimeter players
almost wheel around him and
space the floor. The big man is
charged with picking out the right
pass and, if nothing is available,
taking it to the hole for himself
with strength.
And strength hehas. Though
recoveryfrom surgery, as well as
the subsequent fight back into
game shape, denied Southern
significant minutes early in the
season, hehas already posted five
games eitherequaling or surpassing his previouscareer-high in
points, including four times in a
five-game span.
During that span, all Eagles
victories, Southern hit 29 of 41
shots on his way to averaging 14.4
points per game, nearly a point
and a half more than his previous
career high. With the exception
of a 16-point victory over Bryant,
all those games were within five
points. His only less than stellar
game came against Maryland?s

At Cornell, Donahue was

Then Josh Southern found
Skinner?s 2007 recruiting class,
a class that continues its senior
year with only one NCAA tourna-

ment appearance under its belt.
If they plan on making it two, no
one save probably Jackson is
as important to their success as
?

?

Southern.
After showing flashes as a
freshman in some briefrun behind
BC ?greats? Tyrelle Blair and

John Oates, Southern?s last two
campaigns havebeen largely disappointing. Despite his offensive
acclaim coming out of high school,
the 6-10 big man never averaged more than six points or five
rebounds again. He was lost in the
Skinner system.
The tight flex favoredbulky
bodies who would pound it inside

alex TrauTwig / heighTs ediTor

Towering five-star recruits alex Murphy and Kaleb Tarczewski check out BC.

players of theHurricanes closing
out on all the Eagles? shooters,
the ball was forced into Southern?s
hands against one of the biggest
(literally)surprises in the conference, Miami?s Reggie Johnson.
Southern accepted the challenge
and forced Johnson to thebench
early with foul troubleand then
executed previously unseen post
moves to perfection, tallying 13 in

the loss.
There may not be a single
game for the rest of the year that
you can watchand say, ?Hey, Josh
Southern won us that game,? but
that won?t temper his impact. He
may not get buckets, he might not

grab many boards, but his spot in
the offense is irreplaceable.
When Southern goes out,
Courtney Dunn, a veteran in his
own right, but nowhereclose to
possessing Southern?s gamecontrolling ability, comes in. He?s
not Craig Smith. He?s not Jared
Dudley. He might not even be
NateDoornekamp. But he is Josh
Southern.And if he?s allowed to be
himself, that might beall BC needs
to return to thepromised land of
the Big Dance.

Dan Popko is a staff columnist for
The Heights. He can be reached at
sports@bcheights.com.

Jordan Williams, and it?s worth
conceeding that the Terrapin
center is one of thebest bigs in the
ACC.

with reckless abandon.Shorter
players like Craig Smith, Jared
Dudley, andShamari Spears(just
kidding) thrivedwhile Southern
seemed out of place.
Enter Donahue andhis offense. The center spot now has a
vitalrole. While the shootersare

Donahue saw a slew of doubledoubles on the horizon, but Southern stopped seeing both minutes
and touches.Low and behold,
BC lost two games to non-power
conference opponents. Saturday
against Miami, Southern was more
involved,and though it was a close

responsible for keeping up their
end of the bargain, Southern has to

loss, without Southern?s contributions it could havebeen ugly.

find them and hold his own when

defenses honest

With the athleticperimeter
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southern scored seven points and dished out four assists in the post.
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Dumoulin, Kreider, and Wey skate for USA
they can instill within theirteammates at
BC, Dumoulin, Kreider, and Wey are now
faced with the challenge of maintaining
the steady physical activity and competitiveness they displayed throughout
the tournament as they return to the collegiate level. They know there is plenty
of hockey left to be played before the
2011 NCAA Division I season ends with
a champion being crowned in St. Paul,
Minn., in April.
While the three sophomore stars
were hustling and grinding their gears
all break, many of their Hockey East
foes were relaxing, taking a break to
rejuvenate for the lengthy, more important stretch of the season that has yet
to arrive.
To these Eagles, though, a little
fatigue is a small vice compared to the
wealthof knowledge they received from
their experiences in Buffalo that will
ultimately give them an edge over BC?s
opponents.
?I think it can only make us better,
where we were playing at such a highlevel tournament and everyone was
younger but just as good as [the] college level,? Dumoulin said. ?I think we
can take a lot of that stuff, like playing
do-or-die games in the middle of the
season, as something that is important
in April or May.?
?You come back to collegehockey and
it?s almostlike you didn?t miss a beat,?

DJ ADAMS
Assoc. Sports Editor
On Tuesday, students filed back into
desks strewn across the many classrooms
of Boston College,ready to continue their
academiclives after a month-long holiday hiatus. At Kelley Rink, it was more of
the same, as the men?s hockey team also
resumed its routine by finishing off its
first long, demanding afternoonpractice
of the semester.
Such a rigorous scrimmage was good
for the team, as most players returned
from Christmas breaks consisting of
little practice and plenty of rust on their
skates. It showed in an ugly 4-1 loss
this past Sunday to Hockey East rival

Maine.
With

a highly anticipated game
against Boston University tomorrow, the
Eagles need to get back on the horse,
and quickly.
?Tuesday practices are always tough,
man,? Brian Dumoulin said while walking
over to the bench gingerly. ?It was a good
one, though, and we needed it.?
But for Dumoulin and his teammates
Chris Kreider and Patrick Wey, reacquainting themselves with the ice might
not be as necessary of a task. For them,
the past month has been full of tough
practices and meaningful games.
Rather than spending theirbreak from
BC catching up on favorite TV shows and
hanging out with old friends, the three
sophomoresrepresentedtheir country in

Kreider said. ?It?s morerepetition, those
games and practices, and just seeing
different looks. It?s refreshing. People
say you get a little worn out, but if anything it?s refreshing. Right when you get
back to college hockey you want to keep

Buffalo, N.Y., as members of the United
States National JuniorTeam,participating in the 2011 International Ice Hockey
Federation (IIHF) World Junior Championship and earning a bronze medalfor
their efforts.
Tuesday was simply another day of

playing games in a short amount of time
like you didin World Juniors, and we got
two important ones this weekend, so it

should be fun.?

hockey. This time the players just wore a
more familiar uniform on their backs.

but I look up and all I see is red leaves
on everyone. It?s something they have on

against them. They were one of the
better teams in the tournament, and to

For the love of the game
Oddly enough, it was the fun Kreider
spoke of that continually pervaded Wey?s
thoughts. It?s an aspect of the game easily
overlooked.Wey thought the entire Eagles
team, whether they won a medal or not,
can take this lesson to heart.
?Another thing, is off the ice, just
having more fun,? Wey said. ?A lot of
times I get caught up in all this preparation for games. And when you play so
many games, it?s important to keep your
head straight and justkind of go out and

us, that they are really passionate about
hockey. We just need to try and develop
that more here a bit.?
But could the hatred be worse than

come out there and dominate, we were

have fun.?

A trio of Eagles
The lIHF World JuniorChampionship
is an annual tournament with an illustrious 34-year history dating, in which the
eight biggest hockey countries aroundthe
world compose teams of players under the
age of 20 to compete.
Obtaining aroster spot among worldclass competition is a difficult task, as
numerous tryouts are held and preliminary cuts are madebefore coachesfinally

determinethe team?s composition.
Such an intense casting call made it
allthe more impressive that three Eagles
were chosen to represent the U.S., a feat
that BC hasn?t accomplished since 1998,
when Jeff Farkas, Brian Gionta, Mike
Mottau, and Bobby Allen were chosen
for the national team. This year, no other
university was able to claim more than
two players as its own.
?It?s awesome for our team at BC
to have three guys [on the U.S. team],?
said Kreider, who was the lone Eagle
representativein 2010. ?And I?m kind of
biased, obviously, but I think the coaches
will tell you too that having threeBC guys
on a team will make you better.?
Dumoulin and Wey, both newcomers to the U.S. roster this year, asserted
that the benefits of seeing familiarfaces
around the ice dressed similarly in red,
white, and blue began to shine through
and create advantages for the U.S. on
and off the ice.
?It was awesome to see, and it was

that we all contributed to
the team,? Dumoulin explained. ?We all
great to see

played a lot of minutes, and I especially
loved it when all three of us were out
there. I mean, when we had all three of
each other out there, we knew what we

PhoTos coUrTesy oF Bc MediA relATions; Mollie kolosky

do, and felt we were one
aheadof the opposing team.?

were going to

step

The Canadian dilemma
Though the tournament possesses
clout among hockey fanatics, the results
of the lIHF World Junior Championship
are often lost among the holiday bustle
for the casual U.S. fan. An unfortunate
reality, considering that after winning
gold in 2010 and now bronze in 2011,
America has put forth its best string of
teams in recent years.
In Canada, on the other hand, the
event is regarded as one of the highlights of the winter season. The games
are broadcasted nationally on TSN, the
country?s premier cable sports network,
and players earn plenty of unique endorsements.It?s thisdifference in culture
that ignites the rivalry between hockey
players in both countries.
?I mean we are sitting in the hotel
room in Buffalo, and it?s just really cool
to see the differencebetween the markets
from Canada and the USA,? Dumoulin
said. ?[On TSN], every other highlight
was the Canada game. It?s really unbelievable to see just how into it everyone

there.
?It showed when we played Canada.
It?s supposed to be Buffalo in the USA,
was

BU?
?I don?t want to say anything that will
get me in trouble,? Kreider said, laughing,
when asked about the rivalries. ?I?ll just
say that they are both intense in their
own way.?

?That?s a tough question,? Wey said
with a smirk. ?No comment.?
In fact, if it weren?t for a lousy game
against Canadain the semifinals, maybe
the U.S. would be touting its second
straight gold. The team was crushed
4 -1 in a match-up that, although technically on home ice, featured plenty more
maple leaf flag-bearers than Stars and
Stripes supporters. Nonetheless, the
team showed resiliency and attained
the bronze with a convincing 4-2 win
over Sweden.

?We had such

a poor game against

Canada, where we just got dominated
in all aspects of the game,? Dumoulin
said. ?We felt like,against Sweden, that
we really wanted to prove to ourselves

that we

were a
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happy with that.?

Kreider, who recorded two goals in
the third-place game, was honored as
the Player of the Game, an award that
he places at the top of his personal accolades. Yet, after experiencing a firstplace finish in the 2010 World Juniors
Championship, Kreider thinks it is the
loss to Canada, rather than any awards,
that will resonate with him most from this

year?s

tournament.

?I wouldn?t say we took a game off
against Canada, but I think maybe we
took certain shifts off,? Kreider said.
?Small mistakes can really define a
larger season. And it?s tough to say that,
because I obviously didn?t apply that to
[BC?s] game this past weekend against
Maine, which is another 4-1 loss that was
hard to swallow.
?It?s consistency, that?s really what I?ve
learned. We played so wellthroughout that
whole tournament, and then we had just a
couple of lapses during the Canada game,
and they played so well that you end up
with bronze instead of gold.?

better team than that. Lessons learned
4-2 win
If consistency is what the trio thinks

I feel like we did that with a

Watching the entire

men?s

hockey

team joke around, tossing water bottles
at each other after what should have

been an emotionally draining practice on
Tuesday, it was clear that this devotion
to the game is something every player
experiences. Whether suited up in maroon and gold, or red, white, and blue, it
doesn?t matter.
Hockey is what Dumoulin, Kreider,
and Wey love to do. Getting another
chance to follow their passion, more than
representing their country or any earned
medal, is whatmade thisbreak so special
for the three.
?To be honest, I love it,?

Kreider said
with a smile. ?Man, there?s no other way
I wouldhaverather spent my break.?
If the three sophomores spent their
supposed?time off? playing hockey endlessly, three more months of BC hockey
simply means three more months to have

fun, doing what they did so well this past
month, just this time within thefriendly
confines of Chestnut Hill.
Should they play to the level they
did in Buffalo, then the rest of the BC
community will surely havefun watching
them compete, too. n

Green Line rivals meet for final time before Beanpot
BY CHRIS MARINO
Heights Editor
Two Hockey East teams will face off
with sour tastes in their
mouths: the No. 3 Boston College Eagles,
who are coming off a thorough beating at
Maine on Sunday, and the No. 15 Boston
University Terriers, who have suffered
tomorrow night

two losses at the hands of their Chestnut

Hill rivals.

Over the weekend,the Eagles (15-6-0)
squared off against the then No. 13Black
Bears (11-6-4). BC struggled to keep up
with the hometeam in what endedin a 4 -1
loss. Four different Maine players scored
in a span of 10minutes, requiring BC head
coach Jerry Yorkto makea major change.
Down 4-0, York substituted goaltender
Parker Milner (14 saves) for John Muse
(seven saves in 24:47).
The Eagles were riding a seven-game
winning streak before the loss, and York
realizes that the team needs refocusing if
they are going to defeat theircross-town
rival.
?I think we?re

little ornery because
we got spankedpretty good up at Maine,?
York said. ?And that?s kind of full of
a

tension then. Even though we had won
seven straight games, you?ve got to play
every single opponent every, every single

night. Becausethe eighth win?s not going
to come because you won seven.?
The team is optimistic that it can
overcome its demons from last weekend,
and York has already brought lessons to
his players from the loss.

?I think we?ve got to have more energy,? York said. ?We didn?t play with
enough energy.?
The Eagles will have a chance to
prove they can play to their expected
standards in the third game of their
season series with the Terriers (10-5-6).
The first two games went in favor of BC
by scores of 9-5 and 5-2, respectively.
In both games, the team relied on its
offensive zone play, and this third game
should see similar tactics as necessary
for another Eagles victory.
?I think one of the keys is that we have
to establish a forecheck,? York said. ?And
then, from the forecheck, turn pucks over
and get a great offensive zone presence.
It?s always good to haveinitialrush goals,

but it?s hard to get a lot of outnumbered
rushes against BU, so it?s going to be a lot
offorecheck. We?ll get the puck, [create]
offensive zoneplay, and try to score [with]
our five against theirfive.?
In order to control the pace of the
game, BC will rely heavily on forward

Cam Atkinson, who leads the team with
28 points (17 goals, 11 assists). The junior
notched the 100 th point ofhis Eagles career with the lone goal against Maine, and
has been a constant threat for opponents.
He is tied for second place in scoring for
Hockey East.
Also, one thing to take a close look
at will be whether Muse has the opportunity to rebound from last weekend, or
if Milner will be given the nod due to his
consistent play thus far into the season.
No matter who is in net, BC needs to force

turnovers and keep pressure in their own

offensive zone.
Though the Eagles should go into this
contest confidently due to their previous
victories over the Terriers, the coaching
staff realizes that the team will be facing
a rejuvenated lineup. Since last facing
BC, BU has lockedin severalHockey East
wins over Northeasternand the Vermont,
as well as a 3-3 tie against NotreDame, a
team that gave the Eagles their first loss
of the season.
?They?re a quality opponent, and
they?re playing a lotbetternow thanthey
did back when we played them before,?
York said. ?They?ve got a lot of goodplayers and I think they?re a lot better now.
They were pretty young when we played
themlast time, so they?ve matured.?
Even more daunting for BC will be
playing at Agganis Arena.
?It?s one more away game,? York said.
?We?re going to face a traditionalrival, a

very good college hockey team, at their
barn. So we?re going to have to be ready
and really focused on playing well.?
If anything else, the success of the
Eagles will rely heavily on their ability
to overcome their sloppiness in Maine,

and regain the confidence and precision
that has carried them throughout the
season.

?Our intention is first and foremost
getting ourselves ready,? York said. ?Our
structure has to get better and just our
energy level needs to get better. A lot
of this week will just be about ourselves
getting better as a team.? n

Andrew Powell
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The play of Atkinson (top) and Muse (bottom) will be critical against BU on Friday.
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The British are coming

BY DARREN RANCK | ARTS & REVIEW EDITOR
BRENNAN CARLEY | ASSOC. ARTS & REVIEW EDITOR
AND CHARLOTTE PARISH | ASST. ARTS & REVIEW EDITOR

With

the airing of MTV?s ?new? teen drama
Skins, the true inspiration should be
given some credit. Although America and
Britain have had their differences (yes,
we?re looking at you, tyrant King George
III), the last several years have seen a
creative boon between our fair nations.
The polished originality of British artists continues to make a splash
in the land of thefree. Take, for example, the music that the Brits
have been shipping over en masse. Sure, some of it is drivel (?Crazy
Frog,? anyone?), but a large chunk of it manages to rise above the
muck. Equally, the Brits seem to have outshined us in the field of

television. We haven?t quite figured out the ?teen melodrama? yet,
as evidenced by the piss-poor Gossip Girl. While Hollywood may
remain the symbolic center of movies, more and more often awardworthy films are being imported from the bonny shores of England.
Don?t even get us started on the books J.K. Rowling has dominated the world seven times over. Finally thefads: from punk and pixie
haircuts to in our most fanciful dreams the pygmy hedgehog (get
onboard, America, this needs to happen!), Britain has always remained a cultural bonanza. So join the Scene on our hop across the
?

?

?

pond.
SeeBritish Invasion, C 8
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Strange
roads to
Oscar

DARREN RANCK
For film lovers, the ?Big Dance?
happens not in March, but in February. Yes, I speak of the Oscars,
arguably Hollywood?s most hotly
anticipated award show. The inevitablerace to Academy Award gold is
always fun to watch. The emotional
acceptance speeches, the dramaof
competition, and the self-reflection after realizing how many female
celebrities are taller than E!?s Ryan
Seacrest all contribute to the joviality of the season.
It is fun to consider who?de-

serves? the awards, whether that
choice is determinedby the specific
performance or the actor?s own personality. But personally, my favorite
activity around this time of year is to
mine the comedic gold of celebrity?s

RADIO SINGLES

Gloom clouds
Hollywood

Kesha feaT. andre 3000
?sleazy?

briTney spears
?hold iT againsT me?

Whether or not Kesha
intends to continue this
remix?s foray into hip-hop,
Andre 3000 adds attitude
in the just released remix
of ?Sleazy.? Fans of the
original should definitely
listen to this follow up
since Andre?s lyrics are
intermixed as ano holds
retort from the guy Kesha
is railing against. However,
other than Andre, the remix
is nearly identical to the
track on Cannibal, and
Kesha definitely did not
take this chance to rework
the song with new hooks.

Another chart topper
in the first week,?Hold
It Against Me? is one
more dance anthem
to add to Spears?
repertoire. Ignoring the
cliche moment where
Spears begins speaking
the lyrics, this song has
fun verses that offset
the slightly overdone
chorus that tries to
make the track title into
a doubleentendre. And
of course, Spears stays
true to her roots with
plenty of synthesizer for
a guilty pop pleasure.

peTer, bJorn, and John

KurT vile
?Jesus fever?

?breaKer, breaKer?

Although their newest

Kurt Vile has put out
another teaser to
endorse his upcoming
album Smoke Ring For
My Halo. This bluesey
single, filled with
guitar and low vocals,
will have to keep you
satisfied alongside the
November release,
?In My Time.? Both
singles show a lot of
potential for the album
and Vile, rely more on
the amazing musical
talents of his guitar
than any background
distractions.

song is only 97 seconds
long, Peter, Bjorn, &
John make you wish
it was longer as they
pull together anew
tune that is full of high
energy. Catchy in the
shortest span possible,
the trio pulls out
impossibly quick guitar
riffs. The line ?Before
you break my heart?
is a repeat lament in
this compact hit, and
the trio turns the trite
line into a very bouncy
melody.

phoToS CoußTeSy

of

New judges, old enemies, the same nerds

heart of self-absorbedFacebook
founder Mark Zuckerburg, played
by Jesse Eisenberg. Also look at
The Kids Are All Right, one of the
year?s best comedies, in which An-

the biological father of both of her
children, but the brunt of the plot
lies on the cracks that start to per-

vade their relationship.
It is also the case that the
year?s highest honors in movies,
tend to reward these darkerfilms.
It?s probably because it?s hard
to play serious on camera, but I
would counter that it?s just as hard

quite a spectacle.

Let?s check out the highlights
from the past weekend?s award

to play funny. That?s why it was so
?

american idol?

Back again for season 10, American
Idol is revamping itself this year with
new judges (which will hopefully lead
to new talents). With the powerhouse
additions of Jennifer Lopez and Steven
Tyler, this season should have a very
differentfeel since Randy will be the
remainder of the show?s beginnings.
Plus, the talented Jimmy lovine will be
lending his expertise to the show as
the contestants? mentor, a new role
mimicking show.

?The

big bangTheory?

Jim Parsons comes back to theThe Big
Bang Theory fresh off his Golden Globe
win with a new episode alongside his
usual all-star cast of hilarious nerds
living across the hall from the ditzy and
good looking Penny. This week, Melissa
Ranch gets to take thelead as her
character, Bernadette, meets up with
an old boyfriend by accident, which is
comedic fireworks for the overly suave
and highly insecure Howard Wolowitz
(Simon Helberg).

?preTTy

liTTle liars?

depressing to see Angelina Jolie

?A? is continuing to stir up trouble for
the pretty little liars, and stay tuned for
next week?s drama with another new
episode title, ?Careful What U Wish 4.?
This seasonof theshow has kept up with
the high interest it generated over the
summer, combining the drama of Gossip
Girl with murder and intrigue. Because
it is still the first season despite the
time jump between the summer season
and the one justrecently begun, new
watchers can easily catch up on this hit.
phoToS CoußTeSy

of GooGle

show up in the Best-Comedy/Musical Actress category in this year?s
Globes. What about The Tourist
was funny other than the fact that
it was so laughably awful? The
Best Motion Picture?Comedy
or Musical?category was similarly bleak, stuffed with drivellike
Red, Alice in Wonderland (in what
regards was this anything close to

comedy?) and The Tourist.
While it is highly unrealistic
that an audience exists that would
demand Hollywood?s participation in this mope-fest, I still think

a

it must point to some prevailing
sentiment held by Americans
today. I suppose the argument can
be made that hard times could
make it difficult to sit through
funny movies, but how does that
explain the success of the magnificent Easy A? Bubbly seems too,
well, bubbly of a word to describe
Emma Stone?s pitch-perfect take

BC TUBE

Dogs where Michael Madsen cuts
off an innocent man?s ear silently
played on a screen. Matt Damon
smiled at this thoughtful touch,
only wincing slightly when the ear
was removed. Suddenly, recording
artist Keri Hilson emerged from the
wings to cover Dusty Springfield?s
?Son of a Preacher Man? as used in
Pulp Fiction. She shared a moment
with Tarantino, and he eccentrically kissed the palm of her hand.
It?s as weird as it sounds. Tarantino
finally took to the stage and ended
his speech saying, ?Thank youfor
giving me an award for what I used
to do alone in my room when I was
13-years old,? a veiled masturbatory
joke. In circus terms, this segment
was

I? It is becoming increasingly more
difficult to find movies in which a
relationship remains firmly intact
at the plot?s end.
Take, for example, the first five
minutes of The Social Network, in
which a defiant Erica Albright,
scene-stealerRooney Mara, shatters the practically non existent

charactersfind themselves at
each other?s throats the entire
film. Sure, Moore shares some
lighthearted moments with Mark
Ruffalo?s goofy and flawed Paul,

show circuit is as over-the-topand
cheesy as a Ringling Bros. Circus
act. Inplace of a tent, jugglers,
and clowns, we watch ared carpet,
hammy winners, and awkwardaward
show presenters. Either way, it?s

weird tribute to director Quentin
Tarantino?s use of music in film.
The group sang a cover ofStealers
Wheel?s ?Stuck in the Middle With
You? while the scene from Reservoir

I can?t be the only one to notice
the hot new trend that seems to
be taking the movie industry by
storm over the past few years, can

nette Bening and Julianne Moore?s

THIS WEEK ON TV

most sacred ritual. The whole award

shows, the Critic?s Choice Awards
and the Golden Globes. The Critic?s
Choice Awards aired on Friday night
and was deemed?edgy? by 14-yearold Hailee Steinfeld. I might find it
edgy if I, too, were a middle schooler,
but house band Maroon 5 does not
strike me as the last word in edge.
The purple and blue lights shining
off theirbomber jackets may have
given Ms. Steinfeld that impression,
though.
OK, I can admit it is pretty cool
that AdamLevine kept the night festive, especially during a delightfuly

BRENNAN CARLEY

on prepubescent drama. The

movie acknowledges all the cliches
of the ?high school comedy? genre
early on, leaving them in the dust.
However, the aforementioned
difficult times are also no excuse
for Rabbit Hole, a melodramatic
shouting-match of a movie that
just plops itself in a puddle of
pity andrefuses to move. It?s a

shame that director John Cameron
Mitchell seems uncertain of how
to handle a couple?s disintegrating

the freak show.

The ?edgy? Critic?s Choice
Awards made way for the more com-

marriage over the recent death of
their four-year-old son. The play

mercialGolden Globes. Hos, and

the same name does so much
with such difficult material, but
here Nicole Kidman finds it sufficient simply to scrunch up her
face the best it can still possibly
scrunch (the answer: very little).
It is interesting to take a look
at upcoming releases, but I find

ringleader, Ricky Gervais caused
quite a stir after airing the dirty
laundry of Hollywood on national
television. No one was safe from Gervais? aim. Tom Cruise down.Charlie Sheen down. Sex and the City
down. With Gervais? performance
in mind, Robert Downey Jr. later
claimed, ?Aside from the fact that
it?s been hugely mean-spirited with
mildly sinister undertones, I?d say
?

of

phoTo CoußTeSy of GooGle

Reporting on the daily world news, Stewart gives an alternatively comedic voice that differs from the typical downtrodden report.

?

?

Jon Stewart delivers news with witty humor

the vibe of the show has been pretty
good so far, wouldn?t you?? That?s
not only a motto for the Golden
Globes, that?s a motto for life.
The winners at both awardshows
were essentially the same. Natalie
Portman showed her acting skills
by soberly accepting her award for
Black Swan, a stark contrast from

her dementedballerina.Colin Firth
charmingly mumbled thanks and
charmingly thanked his wife and
charmingly represented Great Britain. Melissa Leo was more excited to
win for The Fighter than your aunt
cheering for her perfectly cooked turkey on Thanksgiving. Christian Bale
teetered the line between rage and
enthusiasmin his acceptance speech
for The Fighter. With Bale, you never
can tell.

If it hasn?t been made clear, the
awards season is allready full of
weirdness. With the Oscars approaching, Iplan on sitting back to

observewhat couldbe called the
greatest show on earth.

Darren Ranck is the Arts&Reivew
Editor for The Heights. He can be
reached at review@bcheights.com.

HILARY CHASSE
I?ll be honest; my feelings about
television are mixed. Sure, when I?m
stuck at homein the frozen tundra of
Maine, there?s nothing I?d rather dothan
plop down on the coach with a cup of
cocoa and an afternoonmarathonof the
Barefoot Contessa. And sometimes, after a
particularly long day, I?ll zone out with my
roommates while watching a few mindless

and mildly diverting Family Guy episodes.
These rare occurrencesare what I like to
term ?TV by default; I?m not settingout
a time to DVR my favorite reality show,
I just don?t want to do anything more
intellectually stimulating than stare at a
screen for a couple hours. And even the
cleverest dialogue on 30 Rock or Modern
Family can?t distract me fromthe moun-

tain of tasks clamoring for my attention
during the semester.
The only show I watch with any
regularity is one Ifind both ridiculously
entertaining as wellas informative.

Although airing on Comedy Central, it
has all too often become my main source
of news ? you saw it coming ? The Daily
Show with Jon Stewart. Bypassing my
secret crush on the silver fox host (shh),
I tune in onlinealmost nightly to the full
episode to catch up on the major news
of the day, told in away that won?t end
my evening on a vitriolic note. Infact,
because the rest of the news world is
dominatedby puffed-up punditry and
almostcartoonish ranting on every network, the straight-shooting tone of The
Daily Show led Stewart to be voted the
most trusted man in news. Even beating out suchhousehold names asKatie
Couricand Brian Williams.
Although I was sorely tempted to
hitchhike my way down to D.C. in October to show my support at his Rally to
Restore Sanity, I contented myself with
watching his antics with Stephen Colbert
at home. In my opinion, the faux-pundit?s success was most clearly demonstrated at the event by the outpouring of
support fromthe oftenforgotten yet largest part of the American population, the
moderates. They are those who are tired
of the constant push and shove from

both sides of the aisle.Stewart has brilliantly tapped into the frustration felt by
many in this country over the incivility of

both political and media discourseand
has made many of these disenfranchised
viewers into his loyal followers.
However, not all news can be lightheartedor gleefully mocked and it was
with some trepidation that I tuned in on
Jan. 10, the first episodeafter the shooting in Tucson. The host, usually bounding
with energy, turned it down significantly
and opened the show with one of the most
honest and hopeful reactions to come
out of the tragedy. He was truly one of
the only public figures to correctly gauge

myself wondering if I actually want
nothing but happy-go-lucky fare.
I?m a firm believer that 2010 was
a melodramaticmess of a movie
year, but I don?t think that eliminating the melodramais in the
industry?s best interests. Unfortunately, at this year?s upcoming
Sundance Festival, Spiderman?s
Tobey Maguire seeks to carry on
this trend with The Details. The
black comedy exploresthe test
of Maguire and ElizabethBanks?
marriage by infidelity. I say no

the moodof the country and offerwords
that were truly comforting. In the barrage
of pointed fingers after the news of the
congresswoman?s shooting, Stewart was

thanks.
Then again, 2011 could see Hollywood success from significantly
lighter fare. I couldn?t be more
excited to see summer?s Winnie
the Pooh (I am a Disney nerd after

the only one to assess the blame that fell
on both sides, ?It?d be really nice if the

all) and Jim Carrey?s Mr.Popper?s
Penguins hopefully won?t butcher

ramblings of crazypeople didn?t in any
way resemble how we actually talked to

the classic novel that much. Let?s
just pray that the slate of superhero schlock Thor, Captain
America, X-Men: First Class, and
Green Lantern, you?re all included
in this, doesn?t dominatethe
year?the last thing we need is
another Daredevil.

each other on TV.? At the end of the segment Stewart had cementedhis position
as not only a brilliant satirist, but also
a hostwho could handle a crisis and to
?highlight absurdity in a comicalway
that is a catharsis for people in a time of

-

sadness.?

Hilary Chasse is the ManagingEditor
for The Heights. She can be reached
at review@bcheights.com.

Brennan Carley is Assosiate
Arts&Reivew Editorfor The Heights.
He can bereached at review@bcheights.
com.
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The Script sets tough times to music
BY CHRISTINA QUINN
Heights Editor
WANDA JACKSON
THE PARTY AIN?T OVER

The

sophomore
effort by the
Irish trio The
Script, Science & Faith is
a fairly solid

albumfilled with
heartfelt guitarpowered songs whose lyrics clearly
come from a very personal place. The
tracks feature relatable themes ranging from breakups and unemployment to drunken dialing.
As a forewarning, this album is
best enjoyed when it can be given
your undivided attention. Simply
putting it on as background music

SCIENCE & FAITH
THE SCRIPT

IRON AND WINE

KISS EACH OTHER CLEAN

PRODUCED BY
EPIC
RELEASED
JAN. 18, 2011
OUR RATING

lead the listener to become tired
of the sound, since from song to song
the strong drums and bass, coupled
with the powerful piano and guitar,
can

CHART TOPPERS
SINGLES

5/10

PHOTOS COURTESYOF AMAZON.COM AND FLICKR USER DONNA LOU MORGAN

are consistent. When broken into

?Science and Faith? ofers reliable tunes forfans of The Script with lots of heart.

individual songs, however, Science
& Faith contains several noteworthy
(musical pun somewhat intended)

tracks.
The band kicks things off with an
energetic musical accompaniment,
?You Won?t Feel A Thing.? Similar in
sound to ?The Adventure? by Angels
& Airwaves, the song highlights the

?Somewhere Only We Know?.
Another worthwhile song comes
with ?Nothing,? a tale of drunk-dialing a former flame with lines expressing the kind of frustration you?d
expect from someone whose call

Back,? which features absolutely
gorgeous vocals, peppered with some
spoken wordrepetition, that admittedly seems a bit out of place. Still,
this is a refreshing take on a breakup song, without any of the cliched

likely use it in the 2012 elections as
the background to his convention
entrance?it has the right sound.

vocal crooning of The Script?s main
vocalist Danny O?Donoghue. It also
creates an immediate sense of excitement for the listener.
?For the First Time? is the album?s
most downloadedsingle on iTunes,
and rightly so. The issue it addresses?unemployment?is extremely
timely and beautifully depicted with
O?Donoghue?s anguished voice. The
extremely relatable nature of the
lyrics couples seamlessly with soft
touches of guitar amidst the banging
piano and bass, occasionally reach
the cacophonousheights of Keane?s

received ?nothing.? Tragic, to say the
least, but veryrelatable to the college
dating scene!
The title track for the album,
?Science & Faith? has great potential as a go-to love song for students
frequenting the Merkert Center,
emphasizing that ?you can break
everything down to chemicalsbut you

bitterness.
Military-like drums and a beginning hook briefly reminiscent of
?Sweet Home Alabama? lead in to
?This
Love.? A song reminiscent of
a sped up version of U2?s ?With or
Without You,? it proclaims a touching message about love being the
impetus for the sacrifices made every
day across the world.The song could
have done without the rap bridge
thrown in at the end, which feels a bit
contrived a la Linkin Park?s ?Numb.?
Regardless, it is probably safe to bet

to by titles like ?Long Gone and

can?t explain a love like ours.? The
drums make this a catchy tune and at
times it sounds similar to Coldplay?s

?Clocks.?
The album takes a bit of a depressing turn with ?If You Ever Come

=

that a future political candidate will

The remainderof the songs on
Science & Faith must have been inspired by a serious breakup, alluded
Moved On,? ?Dead Man Walking,?
?Exit Wounds,? and ?Bullet from
a Gun.? If you?re seeking a tune to
perfectly embody your emotions after
a break up, look no further!
As O?Donoghue cries out in ?This
Love,? it seems that the message
of Science & Faith is that ?love is
worth the pain.? Though occasionally
downtrodden or angry, The Script
solidifies their sound and manages
put forth some songs that are sure to
delight fans of theirfirst hit, ?Breakeven (Falling to Pieces).?
=

1 Grenade
Bruno Mars
2 Firework
Katy Perry
3 What?s My Name
Rihanna feat. Drake
4 We R Who We R
Ke$ha
5 Raise Your Glass
P!nk
TOP ALBUMS

1 Speak Now
Taylor Swift
2 Pink Friday
Nicki Minaj
3 Doo-Wops and Hooligans
Bruno Mars
4 Tron: Legacy (Soundtrack)

Daft Punk

5 Recovery
Eminem

Source:Billboard.com

A more simplistic
approach to ?The King?
BY KATIE LEE
For The Heights

spired compositions thatbecome increasingly
appealing with each listen. The King is Dead is
a work that is exquisitely simple, relaxing, and

The Decemberistssixth studio album may
have fans of this Portland group taken by

sentimental.
The album opens with one of its

surprise. The group has always been known
for their elaborate and majestic sound. For
example, their last album The Hazards of Love,
released in the spring of 2009, was something
of a 17-trackrock opera. Yet in The King is
Dead, the group seems to be taking a break
from the grandiose, British-influenced rock

memorable and catchy tracks ?Don?t Carry it
All,? which features a harmonica, light strings,
and the sounds of a rhythmic guitar. This
simplistic and American folk-inspired sound
accompanies a similar simplistic lyrical theme.
The song is lighthearted, attractive, and a perfect opener for the 10-track album. From this
song alone, it becomes immediately clear to

most

an avid The

THE KING IS DEAD
THE DECEMBERISTS
PRODUCED BY CAPITOL
RELEASED JAN. 18, 2011
OUR RATING 9/10

of their more recent albums. After spending a
decade in the indie music scene, The Decemberists have decided to make a complete 180
degree turn. On The King is Dead, The Decemberists have stripped all conceptual conceits
and have decided to focus solely on songwriting. This shift in sound proves to be anything
but negative for the group. All in all, the

40-minute work takes a much different, much
simpler approach that ends up being surprisingly successful and fresh. The album is full of
delicate, swaying, passionate, and country-in-

Decemberistsfan or follower that
the orchestra instrumentation and extravagant

sound that the band is known for is long gone.
The narrative structure that had been presented in The Hazards of Love is replaced with

tracks that insteadfocus

on a

meditation on

loss and nature. And it works.
The album continues with nine other songs
that are similar in sound and carry influence
from pastoral images, an element that does
not surprise considering that the albumitself
was entirely recorded in a barn. The country
influence of the album is never too overwhelming. The group seems to balance rock and
folk in such a flawless manner that the album
is almost impossible not to like. The track
?Down by the Water? epitomizes the country-like sound of the album and the American
folk roots from which the group seems to be
drawing. One of the most notable tracks on the
album is ?January Hymn.? This laid back and
melancholy track is the perfect winter song.
The lyrics read, ?How I lived in a childhood

PHOTO COURTESY OF GOOGLE.COM

Featuring a smoothbalance of rock and folk, the Decemberistskeep it cool on ?The King is Dead?
in snow, and all my teens in tow, stuffed in a
strata of clothes.? These solemn lyrics blended
with an unhurried and simple melody make the
song an instant hit on the album.The following
song, ?June Hymn,? counters this melancholy
moment with something much more lighthearted and hopeful.
Even though it may take more than one
listen to fully appreciate the album, there is
not one bad track on The King is Dead. By

stripping away the complicated melodies and
extravagant sounds

that the group was known

for, The Decemberists have truly found something unique, unexpected, and complimentary
of their talent.

The group made a bold move

by straying outside of theircomfort zone. Yet
the unsophisticated,relaxing, and pastoral
elements of The King is Dead makes the entire
work a delight.

Radio ready hits start from the small screen
BY ERIN FURLONG
I?ll admit it: I?m a hypocrite. Sure, when my
friends obsessed over what Seth and Summer had argued about in the latest episode of
The O.C. I noddedand rolled my eyes, scoffed
at their interest in something so trivial, and
went back to a different conversation. While I

laughed at their devotionto these meaningless

characters and their over-dramatized lives,
I knew exactly what had happened in that
episode and the reasons behind it. While some
teenage girls might watch shows like The 0.C.,
One Tree Hill, Gossip Girl, and 90210 for the
hot actors, or to study whateverfashion trends
have made an appearance on the heroine that
week, I?m sure almost none of them are solely
tuning in for the music.
I would be willing to bet that every single
person reading this column has, at one point
or another, heard a catchy song they didn?t
recognize in a commercialand then proceeded
to the Internet to search out the song and
artist. The power of advertising has absolutely been proven to advance music careers
or gain a wideraudience for the artists (look
no further than the chart topping success of

M.l.A.?s second album single ?Paper Planes?
and its use in the trailer for Pineapple Express).
What I think deserves a bit more attention,

To date, The O.C. has put out six mixes
from the show?s soundtrack, including one
holiday mix The O.C. Mix 3: Have a Very Merry

sor for a televisionshow from the ?9os called
Roswell and legal dramaBoston Public. After
becoming a celebrated supervisor on The 0.C.,

however, is the effect that a television show?s
soundtrack can have on its demographic and
the effect that its demographic can have on
the artists featured, specifically the teenage
soap opera genre.

Chrismukkah, and the final mix The O.C. Mix 6:
Covering Our Tracks.
Along with its soundtracks, the show chose
to include performances during the actual episodes from an impressive list of bands, including Rooney, The Killers,

she supervised the music for the shows Grey?s
Anatomy, Private Practice, Chuck, Gossip Girl,
Rescue Me, Mad Men, and Supernatural as well
as running Chop Shop Records under Atlantic
Records. Growing press hailing the work done
by Patsavas and its compatibility with The
O.C.?s message encouraged other shows in its
genre to follow suit, most notably One Tree
Hill and Gossip Girl.

The O.C. could
be viewed as the
instigator of this
trend, a show that
drew in mostly
high school age
girls and featured
an excellentbalance of previously

?T e O.C.? could be viewed as
a show that drew in mostly high
school age girls and featured an
excellent balance of previously known
alternative and pop acts.

known alternative
and pop acts while mixing in emerging acts
(including the band Phantom Planet, whose
song ?California? is used as the theme). Critics made positive mentions of how the show?s
soundtrack not only reflected the moodand
energy of the show, but also fit well with the
age bracket of both the show?s characters and

the show?s audience, which reflects creator
Josh Schwartz?s desirethat ?the music be a
character on the show.?

...

The Walkmen, Modest
Mouse, The Thrills,
Death Cab for Cutie,
and T. 1., who performed

in a club that the characters would frequently
visit. As well as including
actual performances the
show was also the site of
many single debuts, among them the Beastie Boys? ?Ch-Check It Out,? Gwen Stefani?s
?Cool,? Imogen Heap?s ?Hide and Seek,? U2?s
?Sometimes You Can?t Make It On Your Own,?
and Coldplay?s ?Fix You,? as well as the song
?Turn Me On,? by The Shins which was on the
show before the album was even released.
The show was also a jumping off point for
the music supervisor, Alexandra Patsavas, who
had previously only been the music supervi-

Whether you?re

a

fan of these types of

shows or not, the evidence shows that they
have had a positive influence on the music
industry and have hopefully expandedthe
musical tastes of those who watch the shows.
With over a million copies of The O.C. mixes
sold, along with downloadsof ?Chasing Cars?
by Snow Patrol increasing from 2,000 to
21,000 the week it aired on Grey?s Anatomy, I
think it?s safe to say the practice of excellent
televisionsoundtracks is not a trend to die out
soon.

Erin Furlong is
reached at

staff for

The Heights. She

can be
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WEEKEND GUIDE: FOUR NIGHTS GONE RIGHT
COMPANYONE: NEIGHBORS AT BOSTON CENTER FOR THE ARTS

CHRISTIAN LANDER ATTHE
HARVARD BOOKSTORE
Tea, 80s night, vegan diets,
and breakfast places all litter the

This is the second of only four weekends that directorSumner L. Williams? most recent production will be at
the Boston Center for the Arts. Company One?s Neighbors is a witty, sardonic, and devisive commentary on race
(recommended by the BCA for 18 or older). It?s content, the debutfor writer Branden Jacobs-Jenkins, is sure to
get peopletalking andif you attend Friday?s performance, you can alsotake part in a post performance discussion

with the cast and crew.

list of ?Stuff White People Like,?
a blog maintained by now famous

FRIDAY JAN.

218 P.M., SATURDAY JAN. 22 BP.M., SUNDAY JAN.23 2P.M.

author Christian Lander. The
blogger went on to publish the
popular book of the same name,
and is now back with a follow-up

WFNX PRESENTS FITZ AND THE TANTRUMS AT
BRIGHTON MUSIC HALL

called Whiter Shades ofPa le: The
Stuff White People Like, Coast to
Coast, from Seattle?s Sweaters to
Maine?s Microbrews.Lander willbe

Equal parts soul and rock, this Los Angeles-based band
is slowly garnering attention thanks to its new debut album, Pickin? Up the Pieces. Released last August, the album
gained radio traction over the last two months due largely
in part to its evocative and infectious sound. In the past
few months alone, the band has opened for Maroon 5 on
their countrywide tour, in addition to playing the smooth
?Money Grabber? and ?Don?t GottaWork It Out? on Jimmy
Kimmel Live. Rather uniquely, the band does not feature
any guitar on their work, instead relying on the sounds of
humming organs and snappy drums.

visiting the Harvard Book Store in
Cambridge to discuss ?new information and adviceon dealing with
the Caucasian population.?

SATURDAY JAN. 22,4

P.M.

THURSDAY JAN. 20, BP.M.

DR. JEKYLLAND MR. HYDE
AT BONN STUDIO
This weekend only, the stu-

dent directed adaptation of
Louis Stevenson?s novella, Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, goes up on
theBoston College stage. Nicolas Foster, A&S ?ll, directs this
thriller set in London, telling
the story of Dr. Jekyll, the upstanding doctor, consumed by
curiosity for experimentation,
and Mr. Hyde, the mysterious
figure haunting the streets at
night. The pair set off the good
and evil reigning within everyone in a highly popular play,
whichhas been performed more
than 150 times in stage productions across the world.

PATTON OSWALT ATTHE WILBUR THEATER
Interested in seeing the voice ofRatatouille live and in the flesh? Sure, Patton was
the voice of Disney?s favorite rat, but he has also built a career as a successful standup
comedian and now, author. Following a noteworthy role on the popular Showtime hit
United States of Tara, Oswalt penned his first book, entitledZombie Spaceship Wasteland.
Currently touring in support of the collection ofcolorful essays,Oswalt hits the longstanding Wilbur Theater on Saturday night, on the heels of the disastrous ?Ms.? Lauryn Hill

THURSDAY JAN.20 SATURDAY JAN.
22 7:30 P.M.
?

show from a few weeks ago.

SATURDAY JAN. 22, 7P.M.
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COMMUNITY
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

EXPERIENCED LEADERS!! Spend
the summer outdoors doing work
that keeps you physically active;
forge new friendships in a team
atmosphere; enjoy the pride and
satisfactionof gauging yourprogress
and seeing results. Every summer,
College Pro hires over 7,000 student
leaders. Guaranteed $585 per week
salary for working 40 hours! Hiring
Now! Call(888) 427-7672 ext. 423 or
e-mail jlandrebe@collegepro.com.
EAGLESNEEDJOBS.COM. We
need paid survey takers in Chestnut Hill. 100% free to join! Click on

?Surveys.?

REAL ESTATE

Have you thought about adoption? Loving and devoted married
couple hoping to adopt. We hope
you will consider us in your options.
To learn more, please call us tollfree at 1-877-841-3748, or visit our
website www.roseanneandtim.com.
Please be assured all conversations are held in strict confidence.
With gratitude, Roseanne and Tim.

FOR SALE
EPSON STYLUS PRINTER with two
ink cartridges printer needs some
repairs but the parts are good. Can
be bought together or separately. Ink
cartridges are brand new, black ink.
Call Pilar at (760) 518-5282.
-

OFF-CAMPUS
HOUSES
and
sublets! Still looking for that perfect junior year apartment??? Call
GREENLINE REALTY today! (617)
731-5434. Or just stop by to see us
at 1956 Beacon St. (next to City Side
in the heart of Cleveland Circle). We
still have premium apartments in all
of the best locations.

2 BEDROOOMS in 5 bedroom
apartment; Oak Square, Brighton;
rent both or one; driveway; porch;
walking distance to bus and bars;
approx. $670/ month w/utilities;
May 1-August 31; Inquiries: e-mail
marisa.anthony@gmail.com.
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Give 'til it
heals.
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"See, Grandma?
It says cat!"
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take

our

sight for granted...

until it's going. If glasses or surgery are not
enough, there is still hope. To locate an eye
Making the world a better place starts with individuals
who give their time, talents and dedication to cultural
understanding. Contact the Peace Corps today, and
change your idea of what "changing the world"
is all about.

Peace Corps

doctor specializing in low vision,
more

or for

information on living independently

with low vision, call (800) 455-8006 or visit

www.checkyearly.com/lowvision.

Redefine your world.

www.peacecorps.gov
800-424-8580
Check Yearly.
See Clearly
www.checkyearly.com
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"Before giving, I
always look for the
Humane Seal."
NOAH WYLE
Star of NBC's hit show ER
?

The Humane Charity Seal of Approval guarantees that a
health charity funds vital patient services or life-saving
medical research, but never animal experiments.

Because helping people
doesn't have to mean
harming animals.
Council on Humane Giving
Washington, D.C. www.HumaneSeal.org
202-686-2210, ext. 335
?

ADMINISTERED BY PHYSICIANS COMMITTEE FOR RESPONSIBLE MEDICINE
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The Heights needs you!
Interested in writing for Arts & Review or The Scene?
Send an e-mail to neese@bcheights.com.
ON THE SESSION

It?s not where you?ve bean
When did we nominate a
dopey-eyed, breakdancing
stuffed legume as the face of
Boston? Sauntering through
Faneuil Hall, bumping along
in duckmobiles, and visiting
kiosks throughout the city
since his debut in 2006, the

Mr. Boston Official Bartender?s Guide.
First published in 1935, the book aimed to
reintroduce and reinvent the cocktail, a lost art
during prohibition. Within the volume the writers solidified many staple Boston cocktails. A
Boston Cocktail contains no extracted bean juice

Boston Baked Bean, the above

The Bostonianrequires gin, vermouth, sweet and
sour syrup, orange juice, and mint leaves. While
Mr.Boston?s guide boasts dozens of locally created drinks, Ward Eight has become the most
storied and nationally famous. Invented in 1898
at Locke-Ober, a dignified downtown crossing
establishment where you can order the drink to
this day, the bartender named the drink on elec-

pictured belligerent ruffian,
has pimped more of his own
ZAK JASON
merchandise and posed for
more photographs with tourists than any celebrity
in the Hub. Probably more than Tom Brady, Scott
Brown, and übiquitous hip-hop artist Sammy

Adams combined. This is

an

embarrassment on

many levels.
For one, a mascot should invite citizens with

child-likecharmandcartoonish cuteness, not with
mutations and egotism. The Boston Baked Bean
is more the product of a sadist gardener?s attempt
to cross-breedplums with potatoes, than a baked
bean. And what?s with the backwardshat with an
embroidered ?Bean?? It extends the stereotype
of the proudly self-centered New Englander. You
wouldn?t walk into an Atlanta tourist shop to find
a plush peach sporting a fedora with ?Peach? on
it, and you wouldn?t lookin Omaha to find an ear
of corn with its name etched onto its beanie.

of
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT: BEST I EVER HAD

or cream pie drippings, but rather dry gin, apricot nectar liqueur, grenadine, and lemon juice.

tion day when Martin M. Lomasney, the ?Czar of
Ward Eight,? won the state legislature. If you?d
like a taste of history grab:
2oz rye whiskey
¾oz squeezed lemon juice
½oz pomegranate grenadine.

Shake them all vigorously with ice and pour
them into a chilled glass. A Ward Eight is not a

Ward Eight if consumed from a Solo cup.
Throughout the middle of the century, Bostonians and tourists alike imbibed scores of Mr.
Granted, theCommonwealthof Massachusetts Boston?s locally-crafted cocktails.But in the 70s
has yet to recognize him as an official mascot. and through the end of the century, the art of the
He?s also manufactured by a company that also cocktail faded again, with mass-marketedbeer
produces the Maine
and wine monopolizing
Maine-iac
a blue
the drinking world. In the
?A mascot should invite citizens with past decade, however, the
Pac-Man blob with
the map of Maine tatcocktail world resurged,
child-like charm and cartoonish
too on its butt cheek.
and many Boston bartendcuteness, not with mutations and
The Boston Baked
ers have led the movement
egotism. The Boston Baked Bean is
Bean has earned duwith exotic new drinks.
bious credibility at
Bartenders
at the swanky
product
gardner.?
more the
a sadist
best, yet he?s one of
No. 9 Park have sculpted
the most prominent
the Copenhagen, a mix
figures in town. But the tragedy of it all isn?t his of Kentucky bourbon, apricot liqueur, and bitghastly demeanor or his cockiness. It is that he?s
ters. Also popular is the Foglia Noce, a blend of
applejack, walnut liqueur, and bitters. Mixologist
a bean.
Yes, thePilgrims crafted thebakedbeanrecipe
wizards at Eastern Standard, a bar GQ dubbed
almost 400 yearsago. Yes, avast majority of Masone of the 25 best in the country, have crafted a
sachusetts families consumed such beans each handful of nationally-recognized drinks of their
Sunday for centuries. But the popularity of Boston own, and it opened less than a decade ago.
Sure, Boston makes beans. But hailing a deBaked Beans rapidly declined in 19305. Just as
it fell from grace, a new source of nourishment lirious stuffed buffoon of a bean as the mayor of
flooded the city ? cocktails.
Boston?s culture, insultsthe legacy of the city?s aliIn 1933, not six months after the repeal of mentary concoctions, namely cocktails.Perhaps
prohibition, Irwin Benjamin and Hyman Berkowitz it?s too lateto usurp thereign of theBoston Baked
founded the Old Mr. Boston Distillery. Located Bean. But when we see him strutting on Newbury,
at least we know we can escape his tyranny for a
just a few blocks fromHarvard?s campus, the distillery produced brandy, bourbon, rum, gin, and moment, sipping a Boston cocktail.
a few liqueurs that earned modest local success
until 1995.No one remembers the distillery. But
everyone remembers, and most Boston bars and Zak Jasonis a Heights columnist.He can be
a majority of bars in the nation still employ, the reached at arts@bcheights.com.
?

pH

PhoTo CourTesy of google.Com

Food and drink rely on combinationsof strong flavor and neat presentation to achievepalatable
Imagine. White tablecloths,candles, polished
silverware.Or more
accurately these days: a
sofa cushion, fluorescent
lights, and a paper bag.

that I could order a caramelmacchiato with nonfat milk over ice. It tasted,well, like a caramel
macchiato with non-fat milk over ice and I was
highly satisfied. Shortly thereafter, the news broke
that Oklahoma City wouldbe getting its very own
Starbucks. Naturally, my mom took me the very

With anticipation usually reserved for the series
finale of Lost, you tuck into
the plate, bowl, or artfully folded paper cone in

first day. I, the sophisticated adolescent with her
very own drink order ready, got my iced non-fat
caramel macchiato. And it was gross. The caramel syrup was toosweet; the coffee was too bitter.
I persisted for a while hoping for a repeat of
my first experience. Eventually, however, I gave
up and tried to branch out to other drinks. It
took time, but I can assure you that the caramel
macchiato no longer tempts me. I have moved
on. You see, whilethe first taste is important, if
you?re honest with yourself youknow what you are
really looking for is a long-term relationship with

KRISTIN Canfield
CANFIELD front of you. The first
bite, like a first kiss,
can thrill you or comfortyou depending on the
expectations of bothparties. However, far too
often disappointment is the dominantsentiment.
This disappointment is difficult to recover from
?it can take months, years,even lifetimes to get
over the culinary letdown.Even myself, a somewhat quixotic, willing-to-try-anything, vegetarian
didn?t consume a single brussel sprout for 10years
after my first experience,which must havebeen
overcookedand poorly seasoned.
And I only learned this recently, awaking from
what I now consider a frightful mentalaberration
for someone who thinksaboutfood as often as I
do. And even to this day, I?m unsure I would accept a sprout offering from just anyone.
That is whathappens when the first bite
doesn?t live up to your standards. What?s even
more unnerving, though, is when it does. Where
do you go from there? Can you ever repeat it? The
pressure is too much to handlefor most, so they
don?t even try, or if they do they can be met with
dismay.
When I was seven, we went to visit relatives in
San Francisco, and since Oklahoma City was at
the time deficient in such matters, Imade my first
trip to Starbucks.For some inscrutable reason,
my ?anti-sugary cereal? parents shockingly agreed

a delicacy.

When it works, it?s easy. I clear my plate and
I have ever
exclaim, ?This is the best
had.? Somepeople are critical of such superlatives. But have they ever had poached eggs with
asparagus and Parmesan cheese served alongside
a simple green salad and a baguette? Even if I say
that something is ?the best? when I really mean it
________

is the best thing a very hungry and tired me is eating in that very moment, what?s the harm?
Food shouldn?t be what you mindlessly consume while doing homework,walking to class,
or finishing your weekly column. Slow downand
savor each biteand on occasion feel free to exclaim it?s the best you?ve ever had.Of course, my
favoritepart about that is even when it truly is the
best I have ever had, I?m constantly thinking of
ways to improve it and make it better.

Kristin Canfield is a Heights columnist. She
can bereached at arts@bcheights.com.

BOOK

?HARRY POTTER? SERIES
With only one remaining movie,
the Harry Potter series has completely dominatedthe literature
field for over a decade as the first
edition in the U.K. of Harry Potter
and the Philosophers Stone came
out in 1997. Although this title,
along with other slang, were
Americanizedin the first three
novels, Harry Potter is a decisively British creation although it is
equally appreciatedby American
Harry Potter fanatics. Plus there
are still new ways to appreciate
the wonders of J.K. Rowling?s series, including a taste of Hogwarts
at Universal Studios in Florida.
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VARIETY

AMERICAN IDOL

?It was honestly terrible.? The criticism left the mouth of
British music producer and televisionpersonality Simon
Cowelland traveled across the Atlantic Ocean only a year
later. Pop Idol, the brainchild of Cowell, premiered in England in 2001 and took the kingdom by storm
as a latter-day Star Search. Cowelland a
panel of judges scouted England for a
new pop star, sifting the good from the
downright pitiful until the viewing audience votedfor a winner. Cowellsoon
brought the concept to America, and not
only did it rule the ratings for nearly a
decade, it produced several high-caliber
artists, including Carrie Underwood and
David Cook.

PUNK

With therelease of The Clash?s album London Calling in the early 1980s, a new
styleemerged in Britain ? gritty, visceral punk style. Wild spiked hair, piercings, and tattoos litteredthe streets of industrial England, and while the
style originated in London-town, the States picked up the trend
in the late ?9os. Bands like Good Charlotte, Blink-182, and
Green Day embodiedthe fad in their grunged up look
and loud,emotive songs. With its devil-may-care
attitudeand revolutionary streak, the punk culture became an identifier for the modern
rebel and the posers who go to Warped
Tour every year.

MUSIC
THE SPICE GIRLS
One of the original ?9os girl bands, Spice Girls are a throwback to
childhood music courtesy of the Union Jack.Although the group
stopped putting out hits, like the classic ?Wannabe,? in 2000, they
were clearly not forgotten for their world-wide, reunion tour in 2007.
The show was so popular that its original 11-stop tour sold out instantly, the show at the O2 Arena in London in only 38 seconds, and
an additional32 shows were booked.

MOVIE

ABOUT A BOY

Hugh Grant and Nicholas
Hoult, the laterSkins? star,
starred in this charming story
of a cynical adult who learns
that he can be a positive
influence in someone?s life.
Initially worming his way into

the young Marcus Brewer?s life
through a date with his single
mother, Fiona (Toni Collete,
unrecognizable in the film),
Grant?s Will Freeman is one of
his most charming and cheekiest roles to date.The movie walks a fine line
between sentimental and saccharine, but
the threelead actors keep things in

SKINS

The British blend the dramaof Gossip Girl with the
writing ofThe West Wing in this popular E4 series.
Following a group of middle-classteens in Bristol, the
show explorestouchy issues like the depressionand eating
disorders of SeriesOne?s Cassie, one of television?s best written
and acted characters. Skins is known for delving into plots about
sexual orientation, most interestingly exploredby Emily and Naomi
from Series Two.Rife with sex, teen drinking, and loss, British Skins should
haveremained untouched. The only thing that works in MTV?s near-replication (British slang included, becausethat makes sense) is the music choices?Animal Collective is certainly on par with England?s choice of the Yeah Yeah Yeahs.

check. Over the course of the film,
Will teaches Marcushow to get
friends and in turn, Marcus
helps Will learn how to
grow up.

VARIETY
THE X-FACTOR
After nearly 10 years on
American Idol, Simon Cowell

THE OFFICE
When Ricky Gervais? uncomfortably hilarious Brit-com was first rumored to be
making the hop over the pond for a remake, fans voiced their grievances with the
idea. After all, the British Office was one of the funniest workplace comedies
on television;however, the American version, groundedby Steve Carrell?s
lovableMichael Scott, did succeed creatively for some time. The last few
seasons havebeen passable, but now that Jim and Pam?s will-theywon?t-they relationship is no longer interesting, only Carrell?s

decided to bring anew talentsearch
to America, one playedby his rules(just
as he likes it). Debuting in the fall of 2011,
The X-Factor brings another Cowell masterpiece over straight from Britain. This time around,
Cowelland threeother judges(who have yet to be
identified) willpersonally coach the competitors and assist them with song choiceand
production scale. Britain?s version has
all ready proved immensely popular
(counting Leona Lewis among its
victors), opening the contest to
pop groups and oldercompetitors, as well. For an idea of the
type of artist The X-Factor can
produce, check out contestant
Cher Lloyd.

departure can freshen
up this musty

Office.

FLORENCE + THE MACHINE
MUSIC
With her spritely appearance and vermillion-hued hair,
Florence Welch of Florence the Machine has become an
icon of alternativepop. Her tribal pop anthem ?The Dog
Days Are Over? first exploded across the airwaves thanks
to the trailerfor JuliaRoberts? Eat Pray Love.The song
grew in popularity until it took off after her high energy and
beautifully sung performance on
the MTV Video Music Awards.
Her album LungsN
was No.
1 on iTunes the following
day. Welch brings a British
romanticism to her music, calling it ?the Lady of
+

Shalott meets Ophelia.? Regardless of her muses,
her sound continues
to place the listenerin
a rustic fantasy.

YET ANOTHER BRITISH INVASION
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PIXIE CUTS
Two of the most successful British
actresses of this generation, Carey
Mulligan and Emma Watson, have
more in common than their talent
as both have recently forsaken long
locks in exchange for short pixie cuts.

OURSARETHE
STREETS
This British novel, published only two weeks ago in
England, tells the story of a British

Pakistani youth who becomes a suicide
bomber. The author, London resident
Sunjeev Sahota, was inspired to write the
book after the 2005 subway bombings.
Interestingly enough, Sahota never read
a book until he was 18. His book doesn?t
show any signs of early ?illiteracy.? The
generational gap plays a major role in the
book, and Sahota is very good at dramatizing children?s shame towardtheir
parents. The novel is uniquely British,
which can be challenging at times, but is
ultimately redeeming?it makes the novel
that much
more of a joy
to explore.

THE ROYAL VARIETY PERFORMANCE
Although America certainly cannot
have a varietyperformance for a queen,
a remake of thisshow wouldbe a great
addition to the arts culture of America

since the idea of the performance is
not to win an award or find new talents,
but instead celebrate the current rising
artistic powerhouses. Although it was
difficult to top Lady Gaga?s suspended
performance from the 2009 show, the
Queen was treatedto a slew of talents,
including the newest stage Dorothy
?

ADELE
Adele
leads the
pack of British
female soul artists
to emerge over the
past few years. Her voice
is silky yet raw, showcasing
an almostwisdom beyond her
years. After winning the Best New
Artist Grammy for her rapturous
debut 19, Adele toured America, gaining a sound that seamlessly intertwines
with her jazzy styling. On her second
disc, the eagerly awaited 21, Adele
spends the albumopening up about
one relationship that was apparently
impactful enough to inspire a whole
disc full of heartbreak and longing. The
album?s best track, ?One and Only,? is
a masterpiece, a classic only waiting
to be classified as such. At times an
anthem and at others an introspective
work of art, the song proves that Adele
is no one-trick pony.

BEING IN THE NOW
SKIPPYDIES

With this classic and simple look, both
actresses

surprised the style world

apparent overeating of donuts, you
know that big things are in store.
Skippy, a boy nicknamed as suchbecause of his unfortunateresemblance
to a televisionkangaroo, doesindeed
die, but author Paul Murray throws
so many wonderful twists and turns
that getting thereis all the fun. The
novel is filled with references to things
likeIrish folklore, quantum physics,
and the perils of loveboth young and
old. It is an appealing and surprising
tragicomedy that succeeds on nearly

as Mulligan?s hair was a major

part of her schoolgirl look from
An Education while Watson?s long
hair was a trademarkof her role
as Hermione. And this could be a

trend coming over to America
very soon

?

will start

perhaps Watson

the movement

among fellow students
at Brown Univer-

sity.
JANE
EYRE
Taking on
another literary
classic, Mia Wa-

MOVIE

THE KING?S SPEECH
Although it won five awards at the British Independent Film Awards, The
King?s Speech was largely disappointed at the GoldenGlobes as only Colin Firth came away with a win despite seven nominations. However,
this film should not be ignored by the rest of American moviegoers.
Telling the true story of King George Vl?s tumultuous ascension
to the throne and personalstruggle with a speech impediment, Firth, Helena Bonham Carter, and Geoffrey Rush
all pull together characterswho are simultaneously
hilariousand emotionally touching, propelling this
film to its noteworthy status.

sikowska will take on
the roleof the indomitable Jane Eyre opposite
Michael Fassbender?s brooding Mr. Rochester this March
in the most recent adaptation
of Charlotte Bronte?s timeless
novel. Director Cary Fukunaga appears to be staying
very true to the original
text, with the trailershowing
sweeping shots of the British
country side andromantic
close ups of the star crossed
pair. Adding to Wasikowska?s
youthful talents, the everpoised Judy Dench is joining

PYGMY
HEDGEHOGS

the cast as the omnipresent
Mrs. Fairfax.

Danielle Hope
who will be
gracing the
?

London Palladium in Andrew Lloyd

Webber?s
new rendition of The
Wizard of
Oz.

MISFITS

MOVIE

TV

While no plans currently exist to air this stupendous genre-bending show on American television, one can only hope that a generous network
has taken notice. The show focuses on a group of
adolescent offenders working together to complete
their community service in an urban English setting. One day, they and their probation officer are
hit by lightning in a freakaccident that renders
them super-powerful. The hard-nosed Kelly gains
the ability to read minds, while Alisha?s touch now

drives men mad.Unlike American superheroshow

BEYOND THE BORDERS

BOOK

When a novel about the downward
spiralof British prep-school students
begins with the absurd death due to

of years past Heroes, Misfits is an energizing and
accurate look at teen life, with a few unexpected
wrenches thrown in.

These pintsized critters have
recently entered
Britain?s pet market
after being bred in America
10 years ago. With zero risk of
fleas or disease, these quarter-

sized hedgehogs make perfect pets.
Admittedly, they?re more expensive
than a typical pet, coming in at
almost $3OO in U.S. currency, but
they are cheap to keep up with
as they subsist on water and cat
food. While they do require a bit of
taming, owners love themfor their
companionship, low-maintenance
lifestyle, and undeniable cuteness.
?
First thought upon seeing them I
want.
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The new
yearfills
the gyms
RACHEL NEWMILLER
The arrival of the new year and the
beginning of the spring semester provide
many students with the opportunity for
a fresh start, prompting the creation of
resolutions for the coming days. These
promises we make to ourselves cover a
wide variety of topics, but often involve
losing weight in preparationfor swimsuit
season, meeting new people outside of
our normal social circles, and making an
effort to reduce stress and anxiety. Although these endeavors seem independent ofeach other at first glance, one
thing may help us to achieveall three
goals:regular exercise.
Physical activity is an incredibly
vital component of a healthy lifestyle.
Hitting the gym or running around the
reservoir on aregular basis can help
you to slim down, build muscle, and
maintain a healthy weight in a safe manner. According to the Center for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), reaching
a desirable, healthy weight is essentially
dependent upon your caloricbalance

the number of calories you consume
versus the number of caloriesused by
?

your body. Exercise certainly helps to
shift this balance favorably.
But losing weight is only half of the
battle. Howdo you keep the pounds
from coming back? ?Evidence shows the
only way to maintain weight loss is to
be engaged in regular physical activ-

See Exercise,D 3

JAMES PALKA, SUSAN BRYAN

/
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A memorial to the victims of the Tucson tragedy, left. Right, Representative Gabrielle Giffords (D-AZ) being transported immediately after the shooting which left her in critical condition.

Shooting sparks gun control debate
Tragic Tucson shooting leaves 6 dead, 13
injured, including Rep. Giffords (D-AZ)

Gun Violence, is hopeful for change.
?I really do believe that this time it
could be different,? he told reporters.
However, gun rights advocates and
some lawmakers on both sides of the

BY MICHELA GACIOCH

political spectrum do not anticipate
that the attack will catalyze significant
legislative or cultural reforms.
As an example, one week after the
tragic shooting, the Crossroads of
the West Gun Show took place at the
Pima County Fairgrounds, 13 miles
from the shooting site. Another show
is scheduled to take place this coming weekend. ?We had no hesitation
about going ahead with the show so
soon after the incident,? Lois Chedsey,
secretary to the Arizona Arms Asso-

Heights Staff

The National Rifle Association
(NRA) divulged on Friday that it plans
to combat any attempt by Congress
to renegotiate the national policy on
guns. U.S. gun policies have been under great scrutiny following the Jan.
8 shooting in Tucson, which left six
killedand 13 injured. U.S. Representative GabrielleGiffords of Arizona was
one of the injured, as well as the target
victim of the assassin. On Sunday, a
glimmer of hope surfaced as Giffords?
doctors upgraded her condition from
critical to serious. A posting on the
NRA?s website expresses sympathies
for Giffords and other victims of the

violence. However, in a statement
released on the same website, the
Association pledged to, ?as always,
stand front and center in defense of
the rights of gun owners.?
In reaction to the tragedy, Congress has been drafting bills to step
up background checks, create no-gun
zones around members of Congress,
and illegalize the use of the extended
magazines that allowed the Tucson
gunman to shoot such a high number
of bullets so quickly. Advocates for
changes in the national policy on
guns believe the sheer brutality of
the tragedy in Tucson has altered the
atmosphere in Washington.
Paul Helmke, the executive director of the Brady Campaign to Prevent

ciation, told reporters.

Critics realize thatfailure to tighten
gun controlin America may stem from

the fact that

some

members of Con-

ence and for my own personal safety,?

said Representative Jason Chaffetz
(R-UT). ?It?s not for everybody. Not
everyone should

rush out because of
what happened last week [January 8]
and start carrying, but I like it, and I

do it.? Representative Gabrielle Giffords once revealed that she herself
possessed a Glock 23, the same gun
the man accused of attempting tokill
her is said to have used.
While the likelihood of gun policy
change in Congress appears bleak, gun
control advocates hope that the circumstances of the Tucson tragedy will
help their cause. They said they believe

that since the suspect obtained his gun
legally and that one of the victims was
a congresswoman it will give Congress
a push towardreform.
Josh Horowitz, executive director
of the Coalition to Stop Gun Violence

gress own personal firearms. ?I carry
a gun because it is a personal prefer-

See Gun Violence, D 2

MARKET REPORT
Tunisian rebellion provoked
Equality already exists
by poverty and corruption
level
at the

university

BY GERARD FARARA
Heights

Staff

What is your ethnicity? Choices:
Hispanic, non-Hispanic.

In a desperate attempt to stacountry and perhaps
salvage his presidency, Tunisian
President Zine al-AbedineBen Ali
made radical promises for social
and economic reform Thursday,
including an end date to his 23year presidency. But after weeks
of violent protests where police
and protestors fiercely collided,
his actions were deemed by the
people too little, too late.
The day after the president?s
announcements, thousands took
to the streets, demanding that
thepresident step downand allow
for the people to pave their own
future. Such demands however,
weren?t taken lightly. Despite
promises for a cease-fire by the
president himself, both bullets
and tear gas were used by police
forces in an attempt to break up
large gatherings throughout the
capital city, Tunis. Instead of displacing the crowds, such violence
united a more antagonisticrevolt.
For fear of his own life, Ben Ali
and other close family members
were left with no choice but to
flee to Saudi Arabia.
Although Tunisia is a constitutionalrepublic and a relatively

bilize the

stable North African

country,

political corruption, nepotism
and human rights issues have long
plagued it, as Ben Ali has exerted

INTHE NEWS

What is your race? Choices:

White/Caucasian, Black/African
American, Hispanic, Asian/Pacific
Islander, Arabic/Middle Eastern,

AMEET PADTE
With graduation around the
of my colleagues in the
class of 2011 are in the process of
corner, most

job-hunting. Those familiar with the

modern online application process
can appreciate the serious difficulties associated with it.
For instance, some companies invite applicants to upload a resume,

from which their software extracts
information to populate relevant
fields. Unfortunately such programs
never work properly, often entering
CHRISTOPHER ENA / AP

Loyal police used tear gas, pictured above, to break up riots in Tunisia?s capital, Tunis.
hegemonic forces over many of the
country?s industries. And with a
sluggish economy failing to produce jobs for its rapidly increasing
population, the anger has finally
reached its boiling point, serving
as the catalyst that has sparked
a revolution. For over a month
millions have taken to the streets
vehemently demanding freedom
of speech, rapid job creation, and
the protection of human rights.
Ironically, such basic civil laws are

primarily covered by the country?s
constitution. In practice however,
such rights have been curbed by
a few corrupt elitists led by the
president.
But the removal of Ben Ali
could prove to be only a stepping
stone for what is yet to come. The
dissolving of the cabinet and the

declaration of a

state emergency

preceded a night of lawlessness as

See Tunisia,D 3

POLITICS

ECONOMICS

SCIENCE

House Republicans resumed debate on health care repeal on Tuesday. The measure has little chance of
passing, as Democrats still maintain
a majority in the Senate.

Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner
criticized the Chinese governement for
refusing to revalue its currency. The issue
will be discussed during Chinese President
Hu Jintao?s White House visit this week.

Apple announced that theiPhone will
be released for Verizon customers on

Senator Joe Lieberman announced
that he will not seek reelection in
2012. Lieberman was elected as an
Independent in 2006.

President Barack Obama signed an
orderthat will initiate a widespreadreview
of business regulations. He also explained
the order in a Wall Street Journal op-ed.

The FCC approved a merger deal
between Comcast and NBC on Tuesday.
Comcast, which owns a 51 percent
share, will manage the company.

&

TECHNOLOGY

February 10. The phone has been AT&T

exclusive since it came out in 2007.

INSIDE MARKETPLACE
THIS ISSUE

On the f ip side

my name as ?Boston College? and
my major as ?May 2011.? One must

then click through the fields and
correct the information, defeating
the purpose of uploading a resume
in the first place. The work experience section is particularly trying,
necessitating that you copy and
paste the text, line by line, from your
resume to

the website. What?s the

point of making a resume when one
has to re-enter all the information
anyway?
These are simply irritants. It is
the final section that I find the most
infuriating. An example:

IN UMBERS

25

ployment Opportunity/Affirmative

Action Information.? Let?s discuss.
The Civil Rights Act of 1964 contained a provision to protect most

U.S. employees and applicants from
employment discriminationbased
upon race, color, sex, or national
origin. It also establishedthe U.S.
Equal Employment Opportunity
(EEO) Commissionwhich enforces
anti-discriminationlaws and investigates discrimination complaints.
However, it is here that we reach
the stumbling block. Since most
universities already practice affirmative action in admissions, why is
it necessaryfor companies conducting university recruiting to perform
another wave of preferential admission? Many financially disadvantaged students admitted to BC and
other similar universities are provided with special summer programs
to help them prepare for college. All
students at BC, regardless of race,
have available tutoring programs,

See Employment,

D 2

?

Years former Haitian dictator
Jean-Claude Duvalier had been in
exile in France. Duvalier returned
unannounced to Haiti this week.

99
Percent of Sudanese citizens who
voted in favor of secession. South
Sudan is on track to declare independence in early July.

This week on the flip side will explore both sides of the effects of
partisan politics on vi01ence...............................................
D 4

Native AmericanIndian.
These questionsfall into the
section known as ?U.S. Equal Em-

INQUOTES

I will continue to speak out.
They are not going to shut
me up.
?

Sarah Palin,
Former Alaskan Governor
Responding to critcism of her
use of the phrase ?blood libel?
in a recording concerning the
Tucson shootings.
?

The Geneva C0nnecti0n.................D3
Politico of the Week: Sarah Pa1in........D4
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Have SarahPalin?s recent
comments hurt her presidentialambitions?

We can only hope they
have...

After hittingrock bottom,
she found a shovel.

Have any of her comments
NOT hurt her presidential
ambitions?

Would a repeal of the
health care bill hurt or help
the economy?

Help. I still think it?s uncon-

stitutional and would hurt
the industry in the long run.

Help. Repealing a job-killing bill will obviously bring
said jobsback to life.

Hurt. If you read beyond
the title, you?ll see that it

Should stricter gun
control laws be enacted
inresponse to the Tucson

Yes, but not only because
of the shooting... stricter
gun purchasing laws are
long overdue.

Of course. Overreacting
to an isolatedincident
always provideslong-term
solutions.

No, let?s just allowanother
avoidable tragedy to take
place before budging!

He?ll certainly get more support than his predecessor.

With a name like that he
can?t possibly fail.

He?s been left with a massive hole to dig out of by
MichaelSteele so the odds
aren?t in his favor.

shootings?

Will Reince Priebus be a
successfulchairman of
the Republican National
Commitee?

TOMAS CASTELLA
President, CollegeRepublicans

actually creates jobs.

KRIS MUNDEN
President, CollegeDemocrats

She lost a good opportunity
to show a new side... still
unelectable.

Yes. People are finally
seeing the danger behind
Mama Grizzly?s insensitive
rhetoric.

Help by eliminating

burdensomemandatesand
billions of dollars in new
taxes

It will hurt the economy
and, more importantly,
those in need of affordable
health care.

No, the issue in Tuscon
was a deranged individual
not gun control

Yes. It shows that people
with mental problems
should get help, not a gun.

Most anyone will be better
than Steele

He?ll be successful if he?s
able to tone downthe
empty, radicalrhetoric of
the

Congress, Obama repeal ?Don?t Ask, Don?t Tell?
BY DAVID COTE
Marketplace Editor

as long ago as the Revolutionary

As one of the most controversial federal laws in American
history, the ?Don?t Ask, Don?t
Tell? policy employed by theU.S.
military has been the subject of
intense debate since its inception, becoming a maelstrom
during the term of President
Barack Obama following his
campaign promise to repeal the
legislation.
In two landmark votes on

December 15 and 18, the U.S.
House of Representatives and
Senate, respectively, voted in
support of a statute which would
repeal the ?Don?t Ask, Don?t
Tell? policy. On Dec. 22, President Barack Obama signed the
statute into law, ending the 17year ban on openly homosexual
servicemembers.

Though military discrimation against homosexualsexisted

War, the Uniform Code of Military Justice in 1950 laid down a
formal policy which required discharge ofany known homosexual
servicemembers. The policy
existed for several decades, but
in 1992, presidential candidate
Bill Clinton campaigned on the

promise thathe wouldendeavor
to allowall Americansto serve in

the military,regardless ofsexual
orientation. The ?Don?t Ask,
Don?t Tell? policy emerged as a
compromise between President
Clinton?s campaign promise and
generally Republican opposition, supported by anti-LGBTQ

public outcry.

Amidst the turmoil of the
1993 debate, the National Defense Research Institute released a study which argued that
lifting the ban on homosexual
servicemembers could be done
with little to no damage to army
recruitment statistics. Put sim-

ply: the report argued that the
ban on LGBTQ persons serving
in the military was unneces-

a potential repeal.

sary.
While President Clinton?s

?Don?t Ask, Don?t Tell,?

was

supported as a step forward by
those in the LGBTQ community,
it still failed to allowthe service
of openly gay servicemembers.

The

recent movement to

repeal ?Don?t Ask, Don?t Tell?
came amidst a tide of public outcry against the policy.
Then presidential candidate
Barack Obama?s promise to
repeal ?Don?t Ask, Don?t Tell?
garnered much support. After
his election, President Obama
restated his desire to repeal the
policy and was immediately followedby statements of support
made by bothDefense Secretary
Robert Gates and Joint Chiefs
Chairman Michael Mullen, both
of whom would be responsible
for implementing and approving

drasticchange in policy. Citing a
letter signed by numerous military officials, Senator McCain

ing the uniform of the United

tial candidate Senator John
McCain (R-AZ) was one of the
most outspoken opponents of
a repeal of ?Don?t Ask, Don?t

argued that allowing openly
homosexual persons to serve in
the military would detract from
overallmoraleand compromise

cause gay and lesbian men and
women wearing the uniform of
this country have their lives on

Tell.?
?At this time, we should
be inherently cautious about
making any changes that would
affect our military, and what
changes we do make should

the readiness of the United
States military.
On the other hand, many
members of Congress argued
strongly for the repeal of ?Don?t
Ask, Don?t Tell.? During its

be the product of careful and
deliberate consideration,? McCain told reporters. While the
Republican Senatordidnot say

existence, roughly 14,000 servicemembers were discharged
dueto homosexual accusations,
a figure which proponents of
repeal used to strengthen their
argument. Many Democrats
argued that the ban on LGBTQ

Though Republicans attempted to filibuster the movement to repeal ?Don?t Ask,
Don?t Tell,? the bill eventually
passed both Senate and House
debate during the lame duck
session of Congress. While the
effects of such a repeal on mili-

Debate turnedimmediately
to Congress. Former

presiden-

that ?Don?t Ask, Don?t Tell?
should never be repealed, he
frequently articulated his view
that the current political and
military climate wouldbe inappropriate for a repeal. Numerous Republicans agreed, saying
that a time when our troops were
overseas in significant numbers
would be inappropriate for a

servicemembersundermined
the military?s goal by forcing its
members to lie. Senator Carl

States who are gay and lesbian
have died for this country, be-

the line right now.?

tary readiness and unit morale
remain to be seen, President
Obama?s leadership of Congress
to arepeal of ?Don?t Ask, Don?t
Tell? has generated general
approval, especially from the

nation?s LGBTQ population.

Levin (D-MI) argued fiercely
for the repeal of ?Don?t Ask,
Don?t Tell,? saying, ?I?m here

for The Heights. He welcomescom

because men and women wear-

com.

David Cote is Marketplace Editor
ments at marketplace@bcheights.

Guns to protect or to kill?
From Gun Violence, D 1
said, ?People have really had it,
and this whole magazine clip
issue, and the mental health
issue, is something that people
can get their heads around.?

However, lawmakers seeking even the most modest of
limitations on gun rights are
having difficulty catalyzing
change. Representative Peter
T. King (R-NY), revealed in
a telephone interview with
The New York Times that after

he proposed a bill that would
ban a citizen?s ability to hold
a firearm within 1,000 feet of
a member of Congress, he received ?100 calls an hour from
people who think I am trying to
take away theirSecond Amendment rights.?

Other politicians, even within the same party as King, feel
differently than him and add

the opposition. When asked
about his view on new gun restrictions, RepresentativeMike
to

Pence (R-IN) said, ?I maintain
that firearms in the hands of
law-abiding citizens make communities safer, not less safe.?
The director of communications for Gun Owners of
America, Eric Pratt, said that
his organization andothers are

prepared for at least a scuffle
in Congress. He asked, ?Why
should the government be in
the business of telling us how
we can defend ourselves??

Mr. Pratt then added:
?These politicians need to rememberthat these rights aren?t
given to us by them. They come

from God. They are God-given
rights. They can?t be infringed
or limited in any way. What
are they going to do: limit it
to two or threerounds. Having
lots of ammunition is critical,
especially if the police are not
around and you need to be
able to defend yourself against

mobs.?
Dave Workman, senior editor of Gun Week, a periodical of
the Second Amendment Foundation, believes the gun control lobby is trying to exploit
the shootings. He said, ?The
average gun owner is saying: ?I
didn?t fire any shots in Tucson.
I just want to go hunting, or
protect my family, and this is
just going to create more pa-

perwork and more headaches
for me.??~

On Dec. 22 President Barack Obama, with Democratic leaders, signed the repeal of ?Don?t Ask, Don?t Tell.?

Postgraduate equal opportunity
employment: delusion or reality?
From Employment,

D 1

study groups, professor office
hours, and work-study positions. In other words, college
students applying to jobs
are in mostly equal circumstances. Affirmative action is
unnecessary in this situation.
When I fill out an online
application, I leave the EEO
section blank, one of my
reasons for doing so is being
my unfortunate existence in
the ?model minority.? We can
use college as an example. A
study of 45,500 students in
threeelite institutions found
that eliminating admission
preferences for minorities
and legacy students would
cut the number of black
students at elite colleges by

two-thirdsand the number of
Hispanic students by onehalf. Meanwhile, the number

of Asian-American students
would increase by 40 per-

ethnicity will be recorded by
a company representative

cent. Employers selectively
practice affirmative action,
admitting more students of
one minority at the expense

based on visual observation.?
Are you serious? What if the
representative?s visual esti-

of another. EEO encourages
that some be discriminated
against. The example I gave
earlier of an online application was not unique in only
asking if I was ?Hispanic? or

?non-Hispanic.? It indicates
that increasing the number of
Hispanic employees was a key
goal, possibly at the disad-

other students.
Unbalanced affirmative ac-

mation came to an incorrect
conclusion and I was deemed
an incorrect race? Would that
affect my hiring?
Furthermore, what if the
human resources employee
reading my application is
racist against Asians and sees
that I have chosen ?Asian?
as my ethnicity? Wouldn?t
entering my ethnicity/race

ducing an applicant?s uniqueness to their race/ethnicity is
an insult, a factor which, in
reality, has little pertinence
to one?s ?diversity.? My name
is Ameet, I study finance and
marketing, listen to Korean
pop music, eat way too many

Sour Patch Kids, read the
news ten times a day, enjoy
the poetry of W.H. Auden,

and love examining maps.
I, and every one of you have
particular tendencies, predilections, strengths, and the
ability to generate insights

vantage of

information facilitate the

that no one else can. Tak-

tion is being practiced.
Unfortunately, it appears
that simply leaving the EEO
section blank may be insufficient. Behold this gem from
one of my online applications: ?If you choose not to
self-identify, your gender and

process of racism? If I had
left it blank it?s possible that
I wouldn?t be discriminated
against, though I can?t help
that my name is a rather foreign-sounding ?Ameet Padte.?
Many employers state that
the goal of EEO is to ?increase diversity.? However, re-

ing all of your idiosyncrasies
and diluting it to the color of
your skin or gender is counterproductive to the goal of
diversity.
I know many individuals
who are against EEO but fear
voicing their dissent lest being labeled a ?racist.? I also
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fear that opting not to provide my ethnic information
may make a poor impression
on the HR employee reviewing my application. However,
whateverthe outcome, I will
be mostly certain that I was

judged independent of my

color.
Ameet Padte is a staff columnistfor
The Heights. He welcomes comments at marketplace@bcheights.

com.
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Famously neutral Swiss vie for UN Security Council seat
however, is it ensures that when

resolutions are passed, there is
the force of all the most powerful
nations on earthbehind it. Any
nations would certainly face the

DANNY MARTINEZ
The country of Switzerland
has decided to throw its hat into
the ring for a coveted United
Nations Security Council seat
for 2023-2024. While Switzerland has long been chided for its
famous neutrality, the country
now looks to seek one of the most
powerful positions for imple-

menting internationalpolicy.
The U.N. Security Council
is comprised of five permanent
members:the United Kingdom,
the United States,Russia, China,
and France, along with ten
non-permanent members. The
primary duty of the group is the

?maintenance of international
peace and security,? according to
the council?s mission. Nominally,
it is the responsibility of the
Security Council to attempt to
solve disputes between countries. The permanent members
range from the United Kingdom,
whose military power continues
to wane yet maintains considerable prestige, to China, who is
soaring economically and growing politically. The power of a
permanent member is predicated
upon their power to unilaterally
veto any resolution. If a Security
Council resolutionis brought to
the group, any of the members,
for any reason, can veto the resolution. This aspect makes the
Council notoriously gridlocked
on issues that affect opposing members, and has in some
ways weakened the power of the
body. The other side of the coin,

consequences of disregarding a
Security Council decision at their
own risk (see: Gulf War I).
But is it the right move for

Switzerland

?

a country

neutral

since 1515, recognized during
the Congress of Vienna in 1815
?
to dive into the political fray of
the U.N.? As I have just painfully discoveredthrough using
SwissFrancs ? an exchange rate
that would make Warren Buffett
cry in the country, the Swiss
people have rejected membership
in organizations like the European Union and only joined the
U.N. in 2002. About the size of
West Virginia with mountainous
topography, the country has been
naturally divided into cantons
with starkly different cultures
(the country has four official
languages),fostering a local
-

democraticspirit keen onrebuffing any attempts to dilute the
country of its cultural richness.

Although it has remained neutral
since 1515, Switzerland has
maintained a standing army and
has the highest per capita army
/ civilian ratio ofany Western
country, at roughly 6.5 percent.
Switzerland, through economic,
military and political means,
has doggedly remained neutral,
but not as above-the-fray as it is
perceived.
In a statement issued by its

Federal Council, Switzerland
highlighted the numerous opportunities the Security Council
would afford to push its positive
agenda for peace: ?Membership
of the Security Council would
give Switzerland a platform to

PhoTo courTesy of DAnny MArTineZ

geneva, switzerland is home of the largest united nations branch offices, pictured above, which houses numerous united nations organizations.
pursue its interests in the field of
peace promotion and to raise its
profile as an honestbroker and
bridge-builder.? Their candidacy seems fairly innocuous and
could be a template for the ideal
non-permanent member of the
Council of the future. Inevitably,
politics and interests are the
greatest factors for the permanent members of the Security

Council. States will do what
they believe is in their interest
and their interest only. Yet the
additionof Switzerland, a wellrespected country with regards to
negotiations and peace settlements, is just the memberthat
the Council so utterly lacks.
It enjoys the fruits of being a

Western country in a still Western-dominatedworld despite
its small size, yet is respected
worldwide.Its diplomatic chops
are unquestioned, mediating

between nations like the U.S. and
Iran and countless others.
But why 2023? Unless the
people of Switzerlandare de-

Security Council itself wouldbe
reformed. ?The situation for the
moment is quite complex still,?
Deiss said, ?and I hope that
during this year we will at least

ceded the U.N. General Assembly

be able to bring the negotiations,
real negotiations under way.?
The G-4 countries, India, Brazil,
Germany and Japan,look to
gain membership to the Security
council, which might expand
from the current 15 to 21 or as
many as 26, according to a report
from the Dutch Press-Agenteur. It
is impossible to predict how the
political landscapewill change in
the next 12 years. International

President Joseph Deiss, also a
former president of Switzerland,expressing hope that the

and domestic politics alike could
affect the country?s chances.
One thing that I believe will

voted Michael Jordan fans, the
number seems arbitrary. However, some believethat the country
would have the best chance in its
20th anniversary since joining
the U.N. in 2002. Switzerland?s
announcement only shortly pre-

remain constant: Switzerland?s
political prestige. Their position
to be a non-partisan mediator

will be treasuredby disputing
parties, and akey value that will
be viewed favorably when the nations vote for the Security Council members.Furthermore, for
the U.N., they have home court
advantage their headquarters
is located in the heart of Geneva.
The potential Swiss candidacy
could be the first stepping stone
of therole nonpermanent members of the Council.
?

Danny Martinez is senior staff for
The Heights. He welcomes comments at marketplace@bcheights.
com.

Exercise has numerous benefits,
both socially and physically
From Exercise, D 1
ity,? reports the CDC. Given the
great number of get-thin-quick
schemes that rely on potentially
dangerous and destructivemethods (like starvation and the use
of diuretics), exercise paired with
a balanced diet is a wonderful
way to improve your body without doing more harm than good.
Yet the benefits of physical activity go far beyond what
can

be measured on a scale.

As Kristin Stanford, a professor in the biology department
said, ?The benefits of exercise
to the cardiopulmonary system
and musculoskeletal system are
countless. Regular exercise has
been linkedto disease prevention from diseasesranging from
type II diabetes to Alzheimer?s
disease. Starting a regular
exercise program in your 20s will
only increase beneficialeffects.?
In addition to an improved
physique and a decreasedrisk
for a variety of medical conditions, exercise can also impact
other aspects of daily life.
According to the Mayo Clinic,
physical activity may increase
your energy level and promote
a more restful sleep (as long as
you avoid exercising right before
bedtime). It can evenreduce depression and anxiety by ?releasing feel-good brain chemicals,?
including endorphins and other
neurotransmitters.
The Mayo Clinic also encour-

ages exercise as a form of stress
management. Even strenuous

activity can become meditative
and relaxing. ?After a fast-paced
game of racquetball or several
laps in the pool, you?ll often find
that you?ve forgotten the day?s
irritations andconcentrated
only on your body?s movements.
As you begin to shed your daily
tensions through movement and
physical activity, you may find
that this focus on a single task,
and theresulting energy and
optimism, can help you remain
calm and clear in everything that
you do,? the Mayo Clinic staff

told reporters.
The effect of exercise on the

brain itself is also a topic of
special interest for many scientists, and a growing amount of
research is highlighting the impacts of physical activity on this
area of thebody. The authors
of a study published in 2010,
which examinedhow running
impacted mice, said, ?Increasing
evidence suggests that regular
exercise improves brain health
and promotes synaptic plasticity
and hippocampal neurogenesis.?

Translation:Exercise appears
to influence the strength of the
connections between neurons
and the creation of new neurons
in a particular port ion of the
brain. And although more research involving human subjects
is necessary, these findings are
still exciting.
Besides the scientific nitty-

gritty surrounding exercise, the
social aspects of physical activity
should also be mentioned.Joining an intramural team, taking a
yoga class at the Plex, or finding
a reliable workout partner are all
ways to expand your social circle
and good reasons to muster up
the motivation necessary for a
new healthy lifestyle. Simply,
when another person or teammate is relying on you, sticking

to your exercise regimen may

become easier. This is not to say
that a solitary run is inferior to
group activity, but many experts
recommend forming a support
system to make workouts more
enjoyable and productive.
As research progresses, the
medical community continues
to uncover additionalbeneficial
effects of exercise. Although the
start of classes brings long nights
and even longer reading assignments, it may be in your best
interest to take a study break
and participate in some form of
physical activity on a regular basis. At least 30 minutes of running, weight lifting, swimming,
and even walking every day can
greatly improve your physical
and mental well-being. Take
the initiative and be certain to
include exercise in your schedule

this semester.
Rachel Newmilleris a staff columnist
for The Heights. She welcomes comments at marketplace@bcheights.

com.

PhoTo courTesy chAnnel 7 TunisiA

Tunisian President Zine al-Abedine Ben Al gives a speech on January 13, the day before the fall of his government.

President?s 23-year term ended
by mass uprising of citizens
From Tunisia,D 1
shops were looted and buildings were set aflame. Armed
troops now patrol the capital,
bringing some relative stability to the city, but a clout
of uncertainty still lingers.
Interim president and former
speaker of the house, Foued

Mebazaa,has left Prime Minister Mohammed Ghannouchi, a close ally to Ben Ali, to
form a new government. But
in his defense, the prime minister has come out and voiced
a ?zero tolerance? policy
for anyone undermining the
security of the nation. And
so

far, such words have been

backed with action. Tunisian
forces have captured the head
of the presidential security
force, Ali Seriati, sparking
a fierce stalemate between
troops and the remainder of
Ben Ali?s guard, who have
taken refuge in the historic
city of Carthage.
Despite the efforts of what
is now being called the Jasmine Revolution, the question still remains: Will this
newly established government
Alex TrAuTwig / heighTs

The Plex has been remarkably full this week, as students attempt to make good on their new year?s

eDiTor

adhere to the demands of the
protestors? The answer could

prove to define the course of
this revolution and ultimately,
the future of the country. For

however,turmoilhas left
civilians no choice but to fend
for themselves. Residents
have reportedly formed impromptu militias as they fear
now,

further looting and arson.
All the while, businesses,

buildings, and even individuals with connections to the
former president have be-

Amidst reports
of certain foreign nationals
being a part of Ben Ali?s
guard, two Swedish tourists
supposedly on a wild boar
come targets.

hunting trip were reportedly attacked and brutally
beaten.Such developments
have served to further divide
the country, between pro and
anti-Ben Ali supporters. This
distinctline in the sand could
prove to further hinder much
needed social and economic
development, leaving the
winner the daunting task of
rebuilding the country.
As only the second suc-

cessful North African revolution in the post-colonial
era, neighbouring North African countries are anxiously
watching from afar, hoping

that such anger and distress
doesn?t spread to their respective home soils.
There are already signs
that suggest such fears could
become a reality. In Egypt,
protestors gathered in front
of the Tunisian Embassy
shouting, ?Mubarak next!?
and ?Ben Ali, tell Mubarak
a plane is waiting for him

too!?
In Jordan thousands took
the streets driven by anger
over many social and economic issues, ranging from
rising food prices to unemployment and poverty.
to

A leading Saudi Arabian
columnist, Abd al-Rahman

al Rashid, has expressed
fears that the fall of Ben Ali
could spark a domino effect throughout the Middle
East, affecting evenrelatively
stable countries in the region.

And so, despite the fact that
the country is on the fringes
of the Arabian world, its
uncertain future could prove

to be a contagious disease
that spreads throughout the
region. Thus, what happens
in the days to come could
prove vital to the leaders of

the Arab world. n
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Rhetoric is not responsible

flip side

THE ISSUE:

JIM HAVEL

The attempted assassinationof RepresentativeGabrielle Giffords last weekhas sparked
a backlash against the partisan media. Sarah Palin was criticized for placing crosshairs on
congressional districts, including Giffords?, that were held by supporters of Obama?s health
care plan. Sheriff Clarence Dupnik suggestedthat political vitriol may havecaused the shootings. Conservative commentators have vehemently deniedthat the partisan mediacaused
the shootings, arguing that it is protected under the First Amendment and is a necessary
feature of democracy. Is partisan rhetoric potentially dangerous, or instead unrelated to the
shootings?

Partisan dialogue dangerous
MATT PALAZZOLO
At first it was only a minor problem. Barack Obama
in early 2008 was still just a
presidential candidate, cam-

paigning from stateto state. His
middle name, Hussein, caused
controversy because of its association with Islam. A picture
of Obama wearing a turban
quickly surfaced, and the rumor that Obama was a Muslim
gained traction. His campaign
team moved swiftly to counter
the rumor, adamantly stating that he is
in fact a Christian. The Reverend Wright
Controversy,
while damaging, seemed to
have a silverlining. How could

there are three24-hour news
channels on cable television, along with radio shows,
blogs, podcasts, and of course
newspapers. People used to
have only threechannels to
choose for news. Now there

a clear and present danger
was not protected by the First
Amendment. This makes sense.
Pundits and commentators
should not

are endless options. Pundits
and commentators, forced to

call

compete for viewers, become
bolder and louder in their
opinions. Fox News, which has

sination
of public
figure
However,

an overwhelmingly conserva-

tive slant and employs nearly
every potential GOP presidential candidate, is the number
one

cable news network. CNN,
which focuses on a more

balanced
approach
and tries to

involve both
liberalsand
conserva-

tives in its
programming, has
suffered
from record-

Americansstill
believe that
Obama is a
Muslim if his
former pastor was on the
front page of

low ratings.
Political
reporting

has become

newspapers?
Yet shockingly,
in August 2010,

incredibly
partisan and

19 months af-

hostile.

ter his inauguration, a poll

Harsh words,
unfortunately, have
led to violent
action.

revealed that
one quarter of
Americansstill
believed that

The
debate over
health care
reform last
March was

Obama was a
Muslim. How

could this be?
The answer,
of course, is

the media.Though the Obama
campaign asserted that he was
a Christian, ultra-conservative
pundits continue to denounce
his Islamic faith. Even more
mainstream conservatives
referred to him as Barack
Hussein Obama, hoping to stir
up nativist sentiment amongst
the American people. It is said

that a lie can circle the world
before the truth can put on its
shoes. In this case, the voices
proclaiming the lie drowned
out those preaching the truth.
The most powerful man in the
world could not convince one
quarter of his people that he
is a Christian.
How does this connect to
the recent tragedy in Tuscon?
The link is the 24-hour news
cycle. In the past, people
relied on the evening news
or morning paper to keep
in touch with politics. Now,

especially
vicious. Republicans accused
the Obamaadministration of
trying to socializeAmerica.

Conservatives declaredthat a
call to arms was necessary to
stop the bill. While they did
not explicitly call for armed
insurrection, the metaphor
was unmistakable.The response was swift. Democratic
Congressman who supported

the billreceived increased
death threats. Gabrielle Giffords herself was the victim of
office vandalism shortly after
the bill was passed. The connection between the combative rhetoric and impassioned
response was unmistakable.
Free speech is a fundamental
right that has existed in the
United Statesever since the Bill
of Rights was ratified. However,
free speech does have its limits. The Supreme Court ruled
that speech which constituted

Political reporting has become incredibly
partisan and hostile. Harsh words,
unfortunately, have led to violent action.

beallowed

Sarah Louise Palin was born
Feb. 11, 1964. Palin was the third
offour children to science teacher
CharlesHeathand secretary Sarah
Sheeran. As an infant, Palin?s
family moved to Skagway, Alaska,
where her father found work as a
teacher,then movedagain to Eagle
River, Alaska, five years later. As
a student, Palin played flute and
attended Wasilla High School. In
her senior year, she captained the

basketball team to theAlaska state
championship. After graduating
from high school, she enrolled at
the University of Hawaii. In 1984,
Palin won a beauty pageant in her
hometown, finishing third in the
Miss Alaska pageant, and earned
a college scholarship. She earned
her degree in communications with
an emphasis in journalismfrom the
University of Idaho in 1987. Upon
gradutation, she worked as aradio
sportscaster, and then as a sports

journalist On Aug. 29, 1988, she
elopedwith ToddPalin, and began
to help with his commercialfishing
business. Palin began her political
career in

1996, whenshe ran

to be

mayor of Wasilla. During her first
year in office, Palin reportedly kept

for

s.

the indieffect
of the media is much

rect

more

murky. The popular television
show Dexter features a serial

killer who murdersunconvicted
criminals. Since its premiere
two separate real life killers
have admitted that they were
inspired by the protagonist
of the show. Should Dexter be
taken off the air? Of course not.
The example does, however,
highlight the effects of the media on people, even if it does not
constitute a clear danger.

Partisan media coverage,
though completely legal, has
been widely criticized by
numerous people across the
political spectrum. Liberal
columnist Paul Krugman of
The New York Times criticized
partisan politics in a recent
op-ed. Pima County Sheriff Clarence Dupnik blamed
vitrol in the mediafor the
massacre. Daily Show host Jon
Stewart organized a ?Rally
to Restore Sanity? in Washington, D.C. last October to
counter the growing hostility
of the partisan media. Scott
McClellan, former press secretary for President George W.

Bush and author of the tell-all
book What Happened, as well
President Bush himself in his
memoir Decision Points, both
criticized the partisan media
as a negative influence on the
political process. The only
people it seems who support

Matt Palazzolo is Asst. Marketplace
Editor for The Heights. He welcomes comments at marketplace@
bcheights.com

lice on several occasions, and
dropped out of the college
for refusing to take a mental

health evaluation deemed
necessary for reinstatemen.
He is a registered independent voter and atheist. Pima

County Sherriff Clarence
Dupnik gave his own opinion
on the motivations of Loughner, tying it to ?vitriolic? political speech within his state
and the nation as a whole.
MSNBC, Fox News, and the
other major news networks,

took this man?s words and
assigned blame. The left
wing, particularly, jumped
out and condemned their
favorite targets, Sarah Palin,

Rush Limbaugh, Glenn Beck
and Bill O?Reilly for somehow
making Loughner pull the
trigger. The right wing fought
back, claiming their commentaries had nothing to do with
violence. Paul Krugmann, a
New York Times columnist,
even went so far as to say
the Right was responsible
in full for the attacks. What
Krugman failed to remind his
readers, was that he is every
bit as guilty of violent words

clearly never advocatedthis
kind of tragedy. Rather we
should chalk her statements
up to moronic slips of the
tongue, which were the main
reason she lost to the wildly

commentator.

political differences respectfully at the ballot box-as we
did just two months ago?.
Policy debate in the United
States has always been a
passionatefight. Some would

In speaking of Loughner,
his friend Zach Olson at-

tacked this debate, ?He did
not watch TV, he disliked
the news. He didn?t listen to
political radio, he didn?t take
sides. He wasn?t on the left.
He wasn?t on the right?. Instead, Olson claimed Loughner was a victim of conspira -

theories.Partisan rhetoric
had absolutely nothing to do
with the deranged killer?s mocy

tivations. In no way, shape,
or form have any of the

aforementioned Republican
commentators had anything
to do with such atrocities. In
a recent poll, only 15 percent

of people claim that rhetoric

led to this tragedy. Meanwhile
over 50 percent believe this
tragedy just could not have
been avoided. The evidence
soundly points in that direction as well. Loughner, it has
been confirmed, was critical
of Giffords, and attended
one her events in 2007, where
he was left dissatisfied with

the Congresswoman after he
felt she did not answer his
question fully. Commentators also made the claim that
partisan rhetoric has heated
up in the past two years to a
higher level than in the history of the country. That is
so false it is laughable. The

criticism of the president for
his policies is passionate and
well deserved. The policy debates, thankfully, have been
energetic and well argued.
Sharron Angle, the failed
opponent to Senate Majority
Leader Harry Reid, known
for gaffes, once made a claim
that ?Second Amendment
remedies,? should be used if
things did not change. She

We?ve diagnosed the problem...

unpopular SenatorReid.

Sarah Palin, alsoknown for
gaffes, put it best when she
defended herself against the
ridiculous left wing accusations saying, ?we settle our

far back as
the Federalists vs. the AntiFederalists in the late 18th
argue it goes as

century. Thomas Jefferson

and Alexander Hamilton had

such spirited debates that the
two men were able to create
coalitions to oppose the other?s views. In the Antebellum
period leading up the Civil
War, Debates concerning
slavery were so heated that
congress actually enacted a
gag order in 1836. Eventually
passions became so violent,
Congressman Preston Brooks

caned Massachusetts Senator
Charles Sumner over rhetoric
concerning slavery.
The Watergate scandal was
so heated thatRichard Nixon
resigned and the Democrats

screamed for blood. The
failed confirmation of Robert
Bork to the Supreme Court in
1987 was due in large part because of slanderous, and false
claims about his positions.
This comment, from the Sen.
Ted Kennedy, ?Robert Bork?s
America is a land in which
women would be forced into

back-alley abortions, blacks
would sit at segregated lunch
counters?.? sums up the heat
of

this debate.

Loughner was a lunatic.
He killed in cold blood. Partisan rhetoric played no role in
this tragedy. The left wing?s
attacks are unwarrantedand
completely false.
Jim Havel is a guest columnist

for

The Heights. He welcomescomments
at marketplace@bcheights.com.

Help us prescribe the solution.

a

decision which was announced

to the public on Aug. 29. Being
generally unknown before her selection by McCain, Palin was faced
with intense scrutiny regarding her
personal life and political record.

ing to ask how they felt about her
performance. Palin accepted an
appointmentto theAlaska Oiland

After the election, Palin continued her political career as a
commentator, appearing on Glenn
Beck. In 2009, she released her
memoir, Going Rogue: An America
Life and in March of 2010, she began appearing in a reality TV show
called Sarah Palin?s Alaska. Palin
describes herself as a ?hockey

mom? and has five children and
one grandchild, born to her 18
year old daughter,Bristol, in 2008.
Palin identifiesherself as a ?Biblebelieving Christian.?
In November 2010, Palin confirmed that she was considering
running in the 2012 presidential
election.~
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This map, found on Sarah Palin?s website, targets Congressmen and is alleged to have promoted
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and knowledge, and for frequently
contradicting her own views.

and first female governor.In 2007,
she traveledoutsideof the United
States for thefirst time, toKuwait.
On Aug. 27, 2008, Palin visited
Senator John McCain (R-Az.)
at his home near Sedona, Ariz.,
where he offered her the position
of vice-presidential candidate,

life was
that he dropped out of high
school, attended a community college where he had
run-ins with the campus po-

else. He once wrote
that people should hang
Senator Joe Lieberman in
effigy for his early opposition to Obamacare. Krugman should check his own
language before he deems
those with differing political
views as the responsible ones.
Krugman has since gone from
objective economist, to a bitter, angry, and lazy left wing
as anyone

whole has a tremendous and
undeniable effect, both direct
and indirect, on people; and,
most importantly, America
has nothing to lose and much
to gain from tamer political

of Wasilla residents, pulling a
name out once a week and call-

won the Alaska Governorship and
won, becoming Alaska?s youngest

debate, at least among the
major news networks, as to
why Loughner would do this.
Following the typical news
pattern, all sorts of information was
gath-

unwarranted and completely false.

such partisanship are the pundits themselves.
In the aftermath of the
Tuscon shootings, it has
becomeclear that the perpetrator was mentally unstable
and was not directly influenced by political rhetoric.
However, threeclear facts
remain evident.The partisan
media has become increasingly hostile; the media as a

Palin was often criticized for having a lack of political experience

Gas Conservation Commission
but resigned in 2004 to protest her
superior?s lack of ethics in using
the state?s time for party business. In 2006, Palin ran for and

her constituents a chance
to voice their opinions and
concerns. A deranged, lone
gunman, Jared Loughner,
opened fire on the gathering, killing six, and injuring
13 others, including Giffords.
This prompted a national

Loughner. The
general
gist of
his
personal

the assas-

her desk with the names

a jar on

Representative Gabrielle Giffords (D-AZ) was hosting a
neighborhood meeting to give

ered
about

to directly

POLITICO
BY DAVID COTE
MarketplaceEditor

On Jan. Bat a Safeway
grocery store in Tucson. U.S.

Partisan rhetoric played no role in
this tragedy. The left wing?s attacks are
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